We are dedicated to offering innovative and unique programs in education and the arts, all exploring the evolving diversity and
richness of Greek and Cypriot cultures. The non-profit organization seeks to generate new thinking about the arts and promote
cross-cultural dialogue through partnerships and new platforms of creation. The organization promotes international exchange of
practice and knowledge in the arts – visual and sound art, dance, architecture, theatre – research on the methods used in curatorial
and performing practices and investigation of points of intersection between the arts, science and the public sphere by means of
interventions, collective actions, educational programs and publications.
Greece in USA aims to collaborate and build long-lasting partnerships with leading institutions and individuals who actively engage
with Greece and its culture and to convey a comprehensive and distinctive representation of Greece and Cyprus by producing cultural and educational programs that encourage intercultural dialogue and enable cultural involvement.
Our principal goals are:
Greece in USA is a non-profit organization with a global

To shape and envision the image of contemporary Greece in the United States beyond existing stereotypes

reach that promotes knowledge of contemporary and

To recalibrate the assumed center of Greek national narratives to include those who have often been denied historical recognition.

ancient Greek Culture while fostering international cultural

To transform the way Greek histories are told and produce projects that reflect the vast, rich complexity of Greek culture.

cooperation, experimentation and social engagement.

To support Greek inspired cultural practices by welcoming and nurturing new ideas and influential perspectives

The organization’s extensive programming includes

To commission, produce and present contemporary Greek and Cypriot culture that grapple with many
of the pressing social and political issues of our time

commissioned artists’ and curators’ projects, residencies,
educational and ecological initiatives and the commitment

To foster Greek scholarship and cultural research within the American educational system

to cultivating a sensible culture of innovation and thought

To develop a transatlantic network for the exchange of culture and ideas

leadership.

To strengthen the development of structures in cultural policy & leadership, and foster worldwide mobility.

Greece in USA is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization registered in the State of New York,
tax-exempt ID no. 85-0828531. Contributions to Greece in USA are tax-deductible
to the fullest extent allowed by law.
Visit Greeceinusa.com								

Greece in USA’s launch is under the auspices
of the Greek Ministry of Culture.

A number of contemporary compositions seem to deny the presence of the beholder in their arrangement nevertheless what primarily matters
to the canon of art today is its dialogue with the beholder. Acknowledging the beholder’s presence and the “to-be-seenness” of the artworks has
also been the decisive contribution to the ongoing visual discourse on modernism. But how can the limits of this canon be tested in relation to
the broader society. What if the beholder remains hidden from the public unable to be in any kind of dialogue with the artwork. Facing the wall, in
a concrete cell with no windows or sitting blindfolded in a tiny concrete cube in perfect silence, waiting for an interrogator. A constitutive element
of the prison is silencing - the silencing of lives, often of justice, of suffering and political expression.
GREECE IN USA launches its program with the group
exhibition “The Right to Silence?” that the non-profit
platform organizes in New York under the auspices of
the Greek Ministry of Culture at John Jay College of
Criminal Justice, CUNY, City University of New York and
at other cultural venues from December until May 2020.
GREECE IN USA conceives and produces projects that
build long-lasting partnerships with leading institutions
and individuals who actively engage with Greece. In this
context the opening exhibition consists of two parallel
streams addressing different political and geographical
contexts, focusing on Greece/Cyprus at Gallery X curated by Sozita Goudouna. GREECE IN USA has also invited
curator and professor Thalia Vrachopoulos to respond
to the theme with a focus on Asian Artists. GREECE IN
USA invites numerous artists, curators and scholars to
respond to “The Right to Silence?,” the on-going events
in NYC will be announced soon.
What do we make
Of the flowering vine
That uses as its trellis
The walls of a prison?

Mass incarceration has been discussed in terms of degrees of in/visibility but not so much in terms of the range of processes that reveal the
in-between of representational languages that could be called in acoustic terms silence and in visual terms invisibility. Is silence connected to
invisibility in a cause and effect relationship? The prison’s status as a silent and invisible space was challenged and is still being challenged today
primarily by incarcerated artists who are working with communities most affected by prisons and policing so as to examine prison privatization
and the politics and economics of the massive increase of the U.S. prisoner population since the 1970s. Prisoners, ex-prisoners, their families,
social activists, academics, and professionals founded in the ‘70s a voice-magnifying attack on the prison’s own foundations that was called GIP
(or the Prisons Information Group) and aimed to relay information about prisons between prisoners themselves, as well as from prisoners and the
outside world. They lifted the veil that obscured their experiences from public view.
Featuring pieces by visual and performing artists the group exhibitions attempts to uncover the profound and complex sense of silence that
characterizes the prison industrial complex so as to examine whether art and aesthetics can break the silence about crucial political issues such as
mass incarceration and criminal justice reform, as well as corruption/abuse, transgender-juvenile rights and solitary confinement in prisons. The exhibition also addresses the relationship as well as the discrepancies between the current self-confinement and self-isolation conditions and actual
incarceration by examining the mental, physical, emotional and spiritual tensions that humans have to endure while in isolation. As Mischa Twitchin
notes ‘what might be the “echoes” of silence, in what social space or locations might that be pertinent (or, in the privilege of “privacy,” how might
it be resisted)...and what is to be understood by “remote” in these circumstances, after all?” Acknowledging the impact of practices that encourage the wider public to empathize with prisoners through art or the ways that art can heal incarcerated people the exhibition will also draw on
forms of representation that have the potential of pointing beyond themselves to the unseeable and the unsayable.

Gallery X Curation: 		
Sozita Goudouna
Participating Artists:
Antelman Maria, Antoniou Klitsa, Athanasiou Margarita, Bofiliou Margarita,
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Ok-Sang Lim, Pan Xing-lei, Seung Wook Sim, Sunairi, Vasan Sitthiket, Wonhee Noh, Xu Jin.
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DESCRIPTION

Artist:		
Title:		

Antelman Maria

Stone People, 2020, HD video with sound (2:30 min)

In the present data economy, bodies transmit and receive valuable information just as other informational objects. Turning into
stone could make one invisible to technology (no movement, no life, no data). In a post technological landscape, Stone People
merge with rocks and ancient sculptures. With petrified skins they are transformed into visitors from a distant past. Stone People
(2020) become a reminder of our provenance and our consequence.
Bio: Maria Antelman (born Athens, Greece) is a visual artist based in New York. She holds a BA in Art History from the Complutense
University in Madrid and an MFA from Columbia University. Currently her work is included in the show Companion Pieces: New Photography Now 2020 at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. Upcoming projects include Soft Interface (solo) at Bemis Center
in Omaha. Recent solo shows include Mechanisms of Affection at the VAC, UT Austin (2019) and Disassembler at Pioneer Works,
Brooklyn (2018). She has been awarded production grants from the Onassis Foundation USA, the National Museum of Contemporary Art, Athens and J.F. Costopoulos Foundation. She has held residencies at Pioneer Works, Brooklyn and International Studio and
Curatorial Program, NY. Her work has been featured and reviewed in Hyperallergic; Brooklyn Rail; Art in America; zingmagazine; Art
Critical; Art Papers; Flash Art; Artforum.com. www.mariaantelman.org

ΒΙΟ
Artist:		
Title:		

Stephen Antonakos

“Red Neon from Wall to Wall” 1968

DESCRIPTION

		Neon, steel support, Neon size: 2’ x 2’ x 20’
		
Room size 10’ x 20’ x 30’
This key work was made for the large room at the Fischbach Gallery at 29 West 57th Street. It was the second of
four successive solo exhibitions in a space that proved crucial to the development of several of the gallery artists.
For Antonakos, it was the three-dimensional space itself — the space that holds both the neon forms and the
viewer — that was definitive. The receptive presence of the viewer was essential. He said that a work exists only
once it has been seen and felt by the viewer. He hoped the experience would be active, and would unfold in time
as the viewer moved through the space of the art. Antonakos said, “My work is real things in real spaces in the here
and now.” Stephen Antonakos (1926 – 2013) was a pioneer in introducing neon into the realm of fine art, giving it
new perceptual and formal meanings. Around 1960, when it was becoming clear that neon would be his primary
medium, Stephen Antonakos called neon a “controlled paradise.” This phrase indicates both the innate rigor of his
vision and his readiness to discover new possibilities. Neon is natural, an element of the earth, Number 10 on the
Periodic Table. His art is based on light, scale, proportions, and the relations between geometric forms and their
overall relation to their site. Avoiding the use of words or images, Antonakos turned away from illusions, allusions,
representations, metaphor, and symbol. He felt that each viewer’s direct experience in the space defined by the
art was the “completion” of the work. Through this engagement, partly mental, partly kinetic, he hoped always to
reach the inner person — with the large scale Public Works no less than the Panels, the Chapels, the work on paper.
This “dialogue,” naturally involves time. To the end of his days, Antonakos felt he was still continuing to realize
neon’s great spatial potential. Text extract, copyright © 2015 Stephen Antonakos Studio LLC. All images copyright ©
Stephen Antonakos Studio LLC.

Antonakos’s work with neon since 1960 has lent the medium
new perceptual and formal meanings and has been exhibited in
prominent museum and institutions in New York and internationally
including the 47th Venice Biennial, Documenta 6 & 14, “ARTEC” —
1st International Biennale, Nagoya, Japan, Sao Paolo Biennial, The
Museum of Modern Art, New York, Whitney Museum of American
Art, NY, The Morgan Library and Museum, New York, P.S. 1 Center
for Contemporary Art, New York, the Onassis Cultural Center, New
York, the National Academy Museum, New York, the Art Institute of
Boston, Boston, MA, Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts, Harvard
University, Princeton University, Museum of Art, Savannah, GA, the
Neuberger Museum of Art, Purchase, NY, USA, Smith College Museum
of Art, MA, Allentown Art Museum, Allentown, PA, Nelson-Atkins
Museum, Kansas City, Fort Worth Art Center Museum, Fort Worth, TX,
Storm King Art Center, Albright Knox Art Galery, Buffalo, the Benaki
Museum, Piraeus Annex, Athens, National Museum of Contemporary
Art (EMST) Athens, the Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art,
Thessaloniki, Greece MOMus, Thessaloniki and Athens, the National
Museum of Contemporary Art, Athens, Musée d’Art Moderne de la
Ville de Paris, Palais des Beaux-Arts, Brussels, Belgium, Stedelijk Van
Abbemuseum, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, the Espace Louis Vuitton,
Paris, the Kunstraum Kaufbeuren, Germany, the Belvedere Museum,
Vienna, Austria, the Irish Museum of Modern Art, Dublin, Ireland and
the Museum of Contemporary Art, Antwerp, Belgium, among other
foundations. Antonakos’ use of spare, complete and incomplete
geometric neon forms has ranged from direct 3-D indoor installations
to painted Canvases, Walls, the well known back-lit Panels with
painted or gold surfaces, his Rooms and Chapels. Starting in the 1970s
he installed over 55 architecturally-scaled permanent Public Works in
the USA, Europe, Israel, and Japan. Throughout, he conceived work
in relation to its site—its scale, proportions, and character—and to
the space that it shares with the viewer. He called his art, “real things
in real spaces,” intending it to be seen without reference to anything
outside the immediate visual and kinetic experience. Colored pencil
drawings on paper and vellum, often in series, have been a major,
rich practice since the 1950s; as has his extensive work with collage.
Other major practices include the conceptual Packages, small-edition
Artist’s Books, silver and white Reliefs, prints, and—since 2011—
several series of framed and 3-D Gold Works. Antonakos was born in
the small Greek village of Agios Nikolaos in 1926 and moved to New
York with his family in 1930. In the late 1940s, after returning from
the US Army, he established his first studio in New York’s fur district.
From the early 1960s forward, until the end in 2013, he worked in
studios in Soho. For more information please visit:
www.stephenantonakos.com

Aoki Kenji

Corner / The Origin of Space

Imprisonment is a process that usually refers to a confined space. In our daily lives, spatial awareness is perceived as “space”
through information that is composed of various components such as direction, distance, shape, and size. “Dots and lines” are the

ΒΙΟ

DESCRIPTION

Artist:		
Title:		

Bio: Kenji Aoki’s creative endeavor started from studying drawings with his uncle, craft designer Shigesuke Yoshitake, later enrolling at Kuwasawa Design School
and learning the Bauhaus design philosophy, the “NON OBJECTIVE WORLD” conceived by Kazmir Malevich. Driven by the concept of “Zero,” art such as Zen

minimum elements necessary to visually perceive “space.” The starting point of science also begins with the mathematical “dots and

and spiritual philosophy in the Orient called “no object,” Kenji began to seek “non-object” from tangible things through photography. Since 1991, Kenji has been

lines.” They have a common factor with the number 0, in that neither exists as a substance. At first glance, one perceives them as

active as a still-life photographer, and his delicate and robust style with a unique color sense and minimalism was highly regarded in the industry. In 2008, Kenji

dots and lines, however as someone peers into a microscope, the “dot” becomes a circle, and the “line” becomes a surface, and you

started working with NY based photographer agent Michel Ash and moved to New York City in 2010. Since then, he has photographed for renowned publications

will find that they both invariably have surface area. On the other hand, the naked eye is able to “find” dots and lines in all aspects of

such as “New York Times Magazine” and “TIME.” and awarded “THE NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE PHOTOGRAPHS” edited by Kathy Ryan and “AMERICAN

our daily lives. We see them appear at the intersection of two surfaces. This piece is a landscape that gives focus to “corners,” which

PHOTOGRAPHY.” Books include: 2019 – SPACE. 1997-2017 limited edition 750 Published by KEHRER. Germany. 2011 – The New York Times Magazine Photographs

are viewed with regular familiarity, and yet are never appreciated. For the artist, “dots and lines” are the origin of space, and they

– edited by Kathy Ryan. 2003 – Published a photography book “AGITO” by BALLS Corporation. Awards include: 2013 – Communication Arts – Award of Excel-

are also the starting point of beauty. Taken with a 35mm digital camera inside the Guggenheim Museum in New York, the resolution

lence – Editorial. 2012 – Art Directors Club – 91st Annual Awards – Silver Award. Editorial 2012 – Art Directors Club – 91st Annual Awards – Silver Award. 2008

of the photography was technically broken down, and the particles which appeared were printed by using the chemical elements

– Communication Arts – Award of Excellence – 49th Annual Photography Exhibition -Editorial Series. 2008 – Communication Arts – Award of Excellence – 49th

platinum and palladium using platinum printing.

Annual Photography Exhibition.

ΒΙΟ

Klitsa Antoniou, a multidisciplinary artist, was educated
at Wimbledon School of Art and St. Martin’s School
of Art and Design London (B.F.A.), Pratt Institute

Artist:		
Title:		

Antoniou Klitsa

Something Exceedingly Strange is Happening this Spring

(M.F.A.), New York University (D.A. Program) and
Cyprus University of Technology (PhD). She attended
numerous workshops, conferences and symposia
worldwide and won several prizes and awards. Her
visual art practice focuses on a recurrent range of

DESCRIPTION

issues, such as memory, the process of recollection and

Klitsa Antoniou’s audiovisual work entitled “Something Exceedingly Strange is Happening this Spring” draws from

the awareness of an ever-returning practice of allowing
the present to formulate and re-address the past. She is

Rosa Luxembourg’s personal letters, written during her three-year imprisonment (1915-1918). These letters, in contrast

engaged in subverting rationalist distinctions between

to her political texts, constitute a psychograph; the psychograph of a person who, in order to overcome the suffering

the real space and the space constructed and inquiring

of confinement, seeks an “escape” from it. Thus, from the heterotopia of the prison, the German revolutionary is
mentally transported to a utopia: to a botanical garden, where nightingales chirp and colorful flowers bloom. In
these personal letters, Luxembourg describes in every detail colors and sounds; that is, those that are absent from

in issues of incarceration, isolation, and enforced
segregation. Using elaborate research methods, she is
investigating the parameters of detachment, aspects of
separation, loss and devotion, silencing and invisibility
-- questions usually brought forward wherever

her everyday life. In other words, she invents her own imaginary colorful world, which contrasts with the gloom of

boundaries of any kind are enforced or refuted.

confinement, as a last act of resistance. Hence, Antoniou through an intermediate approach, draws from the letters

Referring to her international artistic presence, she

of the emblematic activist, creating a short video. The artist, however, intentionally avoids depicting the “garden”
of Luxembourg, as it is presented through her written narrative. Antoniou aims at penetrating in a deeply poetic
way into the inner world and the mental mood of an emblematic woman during her imprisonment. The work of the

exhibited in major art events or institutions such as
the Norrköping City Museum (Sweden), Cultural Center
of East Helsinki (Finland), Eastlink Gallery (Shanghai),
Chinese European Art Centre (Xiamen, China), National
Museum of Contemporary Art (Athens), Fondazzjoni

Cypriot artist can be seen as an evocative, nonetheless a highly political commentary on the history of any kind of

Kreattività -Spazju Kreattiv (Valletta, Malta), Orebro

incarceration.

Konstall Museum of Modern Art (Sweden), Museum of
the University of Art (Nanjing, China), 20th and 21st
Century Arts Museum (St. Petersburg, Russia), Museum

Text by Dr. Konstantinos Argianas, Art Historian
Video editing: Kyriacos Kousoulides
Sound composition: Dimitris Savva
Voice narration and singing: Agnese Banti

of Contemporary Art, Petach Tikva (Israel), Skånes
konstförening (Malmö, Sweden), Sarajevo Historical
Museum (Bosnia and Herzegovina), BOZAR EXPO
(Brussels), Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art
(Thessaloniki), Sandström Andersson Gallery (Sweden),
etc. In 2019 she represented Malta at Venice Biennale
with her work Atlantropa-X.

Artist:		

Athanasiou Margarita

Title:		
		
		

“Destroy the Prison-Industrial Complex”
is a straight-forward propagandist poster
that stands with the 21st century abolitionist movement.

ΒΙΟ

Margarita Athanasiou is an artist and writer based in Athens, Greece. She graduated from the Slade School of Fine Art in London specializing
in New Media, and has since participated in exhibitions and screenings both in Greece and abroad. She is a passionate memer and the author
of 6 poetry publications including “Nouns,” her first book, published in 2018 by Dolce Publications. Margarita is the co-founder and director of
the Athens Art Book Fair, an Onasis AIR fellow and an active participant in many independent projects in Athens.

Athanasiou’s works are research-based, always begin as texts and then take the form of publications, prints, memes or visual essays. She
combines autobiography, cultural criticism and forgotten female histories to create poetic, humorous narratives that transcend the division
between high and low culture and bridge the gap between political engagement and personal exploration.

Bofiliou
		Margarita
Margarita Bofiliou (b. 1979 Athens, Greece) holds an MA in Photography from the Royal College of Art, London and a BA Photography, Technological Educational

Title:		
		
		

“m.th”, 2013,
iron, fired white clay, acrylic colour, 32 x 17 x 14 cm. 		
Courtesy of the artist.

DESCRIPTION

ΒΙΟ

Artist:		

The concept thread that runs through Bofiliou’s pieces are notions of ex-

Institution of Athens. Her solo exhibitions include: “Everything’s wrong”, “Xerxes”, “State of Concept Athens”, “Blue eyes on route to the best brothel of
paradise”, Art Athina, “Trypanosome”, Margarita Bofiliou and Juliette Blightman (duo), Athens. Her work has been included in the selected group exhibitions
among many others: State (in) Concepts, Kadist, Paris, Jump Ball, Dio Horia, Mykonos, “The Equilibrists”, Benaki Museum, Athens, Innate Memories, State of
Concept Athens, Athens, Cabinets of Miracles-Zone D, Zoumboulakis Gallery, Athens, ReMap2 (IBID Projects), Athens, Alpha Exotica, Hydra School Projects,
Hydra, The Lobby, IBID Projects, London, True Romance, The Breeder gallery, Athens, Satellites (i-cabin baggage), Tanya Bonakdar Gallery , New York, 60
Seconds, Southwark Gallery, London, New Contemporaries 2004, Liverpool Biennial & The Barbican, London. In 2019/20 she was a fellow of the SNF Artist
Fellowship Program of ARTWORKS. She has been awarded the Jannis and Zoi Spyropoulos Award and the National Magazine Award. In her work she deals with
the confusion, loneliness and violence exerted by the various disciplines on the subject distilled with personal experience.

www.margaritabofiliou.com

ploitation, loneliness and abuse with a sense of animism and bitter humor.
All of them present a feminine stance as in m.th., 2013, the title of which
are the initials of the name of a woman who hang herself in her prison cell.
Pointing out gender discrimination in inhumane prison faculty system the
work resembles a symbolic gallows and not a rope as a statement of being
led to her death by sociopolitical circumstances. While the rest of the body
is missing only the eyes remain to remind us the preservation to non-surrender to oblivion of such stories.

Balaskas Bill

The work was commissioned in the context of Primarolia Festival 2020, which takes place every year in Aigio,
Greece. Entrapment is prompted by the fact that the Primarolia ships (which give their name to the festival) did
not carry merely the famous black currant of the Peloponnese, but also many other “passengers” that constituted
a parallel cargo: insects, small animals and – mainly – rodents, which have been the most common “stowaways”
of vessels for thousands of years. At a time when mobility should have seemed easier than ever thanks to the
continuous improvement of technical means, new borders and obstacles are being erected. This is evident in a
number of cases: from the management of the refugee and migration crises, to the bans imposed by all kinds

ΒΙΟ

DESCRIPTION

Artist:		
Title:		
Entrapment, 2020
		mixed media installation (64 rodent traps – half open, half closed – following a chess-board pattern;
		
and antique prints depicting children with entrapped rodents), dimensions variable (traps: 23 x 11 x 11 cm each).

Bill Balaskas is an artist, theorist and educator. He is Director of Research, Business and Innovation at the School of Art and Architecture of Kingston University,
London, and an advisor to Arts Council England in the field of collaborative research. His artworks have been widely exhibited internationally, in galleries,

of counter- terrorism measures; and from the restriction of our movements due to the fear of pandemics, to the

museums, festivals and public spaces. Bill’s writings have appeared in numerous books, academic journals, and the popular press. His most recent book is

displacement of populations caused by climate change. In this environment, mobility exists only through the prism

«Institution as Praxis: New Curatorial Directions for Collaborative Research» (Sternberg Press, 2020), and his forthcoming publications include «Fabricating

of a continuous insecurity, to which we have gradually become habituated: a fragile, violently “playful” condition of
constant provisionality, which can easily lead to total immobility and (self-) entrapment.

Publics: the dissemination of culture in the post-truth era» (Open Humanities Press, 2021). Originally trained as an economist, his artworks and writings focus on
contemporary social and political issues, as well as on the ideological function of new media technologies. In 2021, Bill will be a Visiting Research Fellow at the
Australian National University, where he will explore modes of collaborative research in Australia.

“I am not here to entertain you”, 2013
fired white clay, acrylic colour, 47 x 22 x 20 cm.
Courtesy of the artist.

DESCRIPTION

In I am not here to entertain you, 2013, the almost primitive
rendering of a woman states notions of representation and self
determination. While the body is exposed, with a few realistic
details overriding an idolization, the clumsy handling of clay
and dull yellow colour gives an ugly effect to the whole and
the solid shaped block with horns on top of the head feels like

Title:		
		
		

“Liia”, 2020
gouache and sumi ink on paper, 28 x 35,6 cm.
Courtesy of the artist.

DESCRIPTION

Title:		
		
		

Chronologically reaching today, a drawing, Liia, 2020, created during the second Covid-19 quarantine is a face of a
girl. Centered are her worn down eyes, which look somewhere outside the frame of the paper, almost senseless.
The small drawn part of her body indicates a bending
down towards the hand almost submissive and passive.

a burden being placed by someone else. The sense of con-

The hypotheses of her actions are endless and the unified

finement in one’s own body and lack of prerogative are being

golden colour is just adding to a seemingly lonely envi-

represented by the sightless eyes and void of a mouth.

ronment.

DESCRIPTION

Description: Undelivered Mail Returned to Sender is inspired by the true story of the poet and writer Lin Zhao. To make the film, I
covered the walls of the 2m2 room with white paper and placed four cameras, one at each corner, recreating the four surveillance
cameras that today surround Lin Zhao’s grave 24 hours a day. The action spanning approximately one hour, shows the evolution
of a half-cyborg, half-tribal being, with a mask and a white lab coat in an enclosed space, and is transcribed in real time by the
viewpoints of the 4 cameras. A ritual which puts energy and the body at the centre of the observation. The mask created for this
action is a mixture of organic and inorganic elements: anti theft tags, electric wire, mirrors, plastic toys made in China, wood, hair,
Paraguayan tribal necklaces, feathers, semi-precious stones, amber from Russia, etc, adorn the 3D glasses on which runs an FTP
text of a return message with the subject: “Undelivered Email Returned to Sender”, in response to an email sent to an address
created for the project. Over time, the drawing and the writing cover the walls and the floor of the cell, and is read like a diagram

Bourgoin
		Véronique

produced live by the electricity of the body transmitted by the organic conductors which still remain in this humanoid. The music

Artist:		

that accompanies the film is composed by Afshin Motlaghfard an Iranian composer who currently lives in Iran and is unable to leave.
The music has shaped in its majority by the ambient sounds that has extracted from the performance. In China it is said that people
who have died in a violent or unjust way, or those who could not receive a proper burial, return in the form of a ghost. The only way

Title:		

to appease them and bring them justice is to bury them with dignity. The ceramic jointe in the project represents a ghostly being

“Undelivered Mail Returned to Sender” (Video)

		Videos, 55’03’’

Direction and performance: Véronique Bourgoin,
Music composition: Afshin Motlaghfard,
Assistant set up: Shenna Rochas,
Editing: Jérôme Lefdup ©Véronique Bourgoin,
November 2020

emerging from a chemical reaction in which the past and future are mixed together to create a majestic effigy of earth and enamels.

ΒΙΟ

Véronique Bourgoin, born in Marseille, lives and works between Paris (Montreuil), Marseille and Italy. Education: École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts de
Paris (National Superior School of Fine Arts in Paris) (1986- 1991). Véronique Bourgoin works with different mediums in painting, ceramics and photography,
installations, videos, performances, and artist editions. In her work, Bourgoin examines the construction of “contemporary paradises”. She is interested in the
“baths of elements” - physical, chemical and psychological - which give rise to the transformational effects of vision and imagination, and in particular, the
spectacular effects which can have unspectacular backdrops. My work uses historical patterns from the arts and crafts made by women in various time periods
and global regions. Véronique has been awarded three times the “Culture 2000” grant from the European Commission, notably for the project “EU Women”
(2007) and “True or False” (2010_2013). She is a partner since the beginning of the project Royal Book Lodge:
www.royalbooklodge.com

Title:		
		
		
		

“La cape de Brizo”, 2018,
Glazed ceramic, single piece, 49,5 x 23,5 x 20cm
Studio Ernan / Pacetti, Albisola (Italie)
©Véronique Bourgoin, 2018

ΒΙΟ

Nicos Charalambides was born in Limassol, Cyprus in
1969. He studied painting at the Accademia di Belle
Arti in Florence (1987-1991), architecture at the University of Florence (1988-1993), painting and sculpture at
the Athens School of Fine Arts (1994-1997), where he
also attended a postgraduate programme in digital arts
(1997-2000). His artistic expression is intensely political
since the beginning of his career, initially with references to the recent history of Cyprus, part of which he

Charalambides
		Nicos
Artist:		

Title:		

HEROON

experienced himself during his childhood. Ever since,
his art has been concentrating on themes associated
with contemporary politics and social conditions, globalization, consumerism, ideological and cultural crises,
attributing to them complex implications open to a
multitude of interpretations. Site-specific interventions
dominate the largest part of his work, including installations and constructions of miscellaneous materials,

DESCRIPTION

performances, videos and other digital applications.

Installation of multiple hypnosis sessions. University of Johannesburg, (UJ),

His personal style is particularly manifold, due to the

Faculty of Humanities, 2013. 500 cm X k 440 cm

variety and creative use of his technical and visual
media. At the same time, the thematic content, mental
process and subversive vein of his works are very effective communication-wise, raising public awareness.
He has exhibited his work worldwide in at least 50 solo
exhibitions in Greece and abroad (Centre Pompidou,
Paris, Turner Contemporary, London, etc.), and has
participated in numerous group shows, among which
are several Biennales (Ostende 1994; Venice 1997, 2003;
Tirana 2001; Tel Aviv 2004; Ireland 2005; Sao Paulo
2006, etc.). He has also cooperated with many universities of other countries on research projects. He lives
and works in Athens.

ΒΙΟ

Despina Chatzipavlidou lives in Athens and works as
actress, director, and choreographer. Her work extends

Chatzipavlidou Despina
		&
		Mouriadou Anthi

on different fields which initially appear unconnected.

Title:		
		
		

that arises during the creative process. She is a basic

Artist:		

“An enclosed place for dreams – On the hill”,
video, colour, sound, experiential texts, improvisation action,
2020, (52’ min)

Starting from the queer scene to sexuality and gender
themes and from the practice and teaching Somatics to
the disciplines of contact improvisation and authentic
movement. With her work she aims to the expression of
personal freedom, grounding - consciously and without
limits - in the body any other mental or spiritual impulse
member of theatrical and visual arts performance group
“Nova Melancholia.” Some works are: “The Dead Man”
(ΟCC-Athens, 2016), “The Age of Innocence’’ (OCC-Ath-

DESCRIPTION

ens, 2017) and “Maritime Hot Baths” (Athens Festival,

In June 2019, a group of artists and kindred spirits with a love for physical movement gathered on the ancient hill of The Pnyx in
Athens to produce a collective performance called “An enclosed place for dreams”. A specific area was delimited where uninhibited

2017). She has worked in cinema and recently starred in
Vassilis Noula’s film “The lair,” (Thessaloniki International
Film Festival, 2019). Her latest personal work includes:

movement inspired by what the landscape had to offer took place. Without an audience, we created artwork that was filmed, includ-

“An enclosed place of dreaming” an open space col-

ing also those behind the cameras into the performance. The idea was based on a concept which later proved prophetic. We used

lective performance (Pnyx 2019), “Clockwise, without

the limitation of physical contact both as a tool to symbolise emotional protection and development and the main form of artistic

her physical presence” performance, (Art Athina 2019,

and physical expression. This limitation later turned out to become necessary as a shield of protection against an invisible enemy
when COVID-19 escalated into lockdowns and domestic “imprisonment” was imposed. After the end of the first lockdown in Greece

curated by Sozita Goundouna) and “Gold” performance
in Hara Piperidou’s Contemporary Art Seminar “Skin”
(Benaki Museum, 2019).

we met again on the hill creating parts of a duration performance project called “On the Hill,” recording and collecting images and
sounds to capture the essence and thoughts of the moving bodies creating a data bank of videos, photos and texts. Without placing limits in the area, we covered the hill entirely and we allowed more frequent contact between the participants in an effort to
witness the change in the way the bodies moved and touched creating a collective echo which stemmed from the bodies and was

Anthi Mouriadou is a digital media designer and Contact
Improvisation practitioner, based in Athens. She holds
an MSc in Design and Digital Media, obtained from

expanding beyond them. On November of 2020 after the second lockdown our project “On the Hill” was interrupted and while it

the University of Edinburgh and also has an academic

seems that we are entering the dystopia of the impossibility of human contact we will continue creating by selecting pieces from

background in Social Sciences (Sociology degree by the

our data bank for a new geography of transparent bodies, actions and thoughts, a field of study and research of the “innate nature”

University of Crete). Her work is focused on website and

of movement, an educating medium, an exercise of stamina and continuation which comes from the practice of “authentic movement” and of “contact improvisation.” It is a suggested utopia, an invitation for every person to come out, to discover and experience the free natural urban space.

applications design, graphics, visuals and video editing.
Anthi participated in the open space performance “An
Enclosed Place of Dreaming” (Pnyx, June 2019) and she
is a member of the collective and ongoing project “On
the Hill” (2019 – Nov. 2020).

Artist:		

D’Agostino Tim

Title:		

“Daedalus”, 2020 - Oil and pastel on linen, 45 x 41 in. 2020

DESCRIPTION

There is nothing ever as oppressive and silent to me as the sky. Its ethereal nothingness surrounding us all. Empty and light, it’s so

BIO

Tim D’Agostino, b. USA 1972, is a New York City based artist, educated at The Educational Center for the Arts in New Haven, CT, The Museum School in Boston,

weightless it’s not really even there, with clouds made of dust and vapor animated by the wind. Yet here we are, all of us, prisoners
of the sky, bound by invisible bonds to the land that we’ve burned, cut, melted and twisted to create our own endless maze of walls
and little prisons within the greater one. Why do we do this? Is it because of the sky?

MA, Scuolo Lorenzo de’ Medici in Florence, Italy, and the School of Visual Arts in NYC. He is an adjunct lecturer at the City University of NY. D’Agostino’s work
attempts to emphasize the expressive immediacy and liquidity of scenes, characters, and moments - often using Greek mythology as source material - and the inward expression of abstraction and atmosphere through brushwork, strength in presentation of color, composition, value, and the effects of the contrast between
defined forms and obscured environmental elements. His work blends figuration, landscape, and abstraction, and recently, combinations of various media such
as oil paint and soft pastel on textured surfaces. D’Agostino’s more recent works have focused on exploring personal interpretations of particular Greek myths. In
these mythical (often tragic) figures such as Odysseus, Marsyas, Asterion, Icarus… D’Agostino is attracted by the fact that it seems that there is an invisible hand
that guides their actions - as much or as little - as they try themselves to work with or against these forces. The artist assumes that this applies to many classical myths, and artists in general. Nature and landscape, expressed through abstraction, is, for him, the key to the stories, and serve as not only a backdrop, but
as essential characters. “Landscape is the purest form of abstraction in art. We are all affected by our environment as elements of and within that environment.
Light, color, form… all shape how we feel and how we respond to the space that we are in. I try to use landscape as an abstraction to translate myths, to shape
the sentiment of the stories… and in fact landscape is often the silent character that holds the key to the motive forces of the narrative. What does it mean to be
the god of the sun, or to exist at the center of a labyrinth? Transformation, or metamorphosis, is often an essential component of the material characters, as well
as the landscape itself, and in turn the plasticity of paint and the illusion of the scene”. www.timdagostino.com

Dimitriadis Christina

Title:		

Men & Women

ΒΙΟ

Artist:		

Christina Dimitriadis uses photography as a medium to express an autobiographical stance based on
human relationships in terms of the concept of identity. Her work has been exhibited internationally, solo
shows includes: City of Athens Arts Center, Badisches
Landesmuseum Schloss Karlsruhe, Galeria Studio,

DESCRIPTION

Warsaw, Citizen’s Art Center, Kanazawa, Galerie Deux,

The piece draws from the fairytale Bluebeard as well as from the opera Bluebeard’s Castle. The narration of the
fairytale shifts in different historical periods and geographical contexts. Love or the acceptance of love between two
humans is initiated following the opening of the 7th Gate.

Tokyo and Eigen+Art Gallery, Berlin. Group exhibitions includes the 3rd Biennale of Contemporary Art,
Thessaloniki, Istanbul Modern, Museum of Modern Art,
Istanbul and Moscow Photo Biennale, Na Solyanke Art
Gallery, Moscow, Centre Régional d’Art Contemporain

Bluebeard’s Castle by Béla Bartók & Béla Balázs

Languedoc Roussilon, Sète,798 SPACE, Beijing, EMST
National Museum of Contemporary Art, Athens, Berlin-

Hi, tune I hide,

sing the tune.

ische Galerie, The State Museum for Modern Art, Pho-

where, where shall I hide it,

Who knows from where we bring it?

tography and Architecture, Berlin, Maison Européenne

it was, it was not: outside or inside?

Let’s hear it and wonder at it,

Old tune, hi what does it mean,

men and women.

men and women?

The music sounds, the flame burns,

Now hear the song.

the performance can begin:

You look, I look at you.

My eyes’ curtain- the eyelashes- open.

our eyes’ curtain – the eyelashes – opens:

Clap when they close,

IBA Stadtumbau. She taught photography in contem-

where is the stage: outside or inside,

men and women.

porary art at New York University, Berlin, UdK, Univer-

de la Photographie, Paris, 3rd Auckland Triennial,
Auckland, among others. She was invited for international Residency programs and scholarships such as
C.A.R.K. in Kanazawa College of Art, Kanazawa and AIR
Artist-In- Residence, in Krems an der Donau. She collaborated for two projects with Bauhaus Stiftung and

men and women?

sität der Künste, Berlin, HGB, Hochschule für Grafik und

Bitter and happy

Buchkunst / Academy of Fine Arts, Leipzig, as well as

well-known things,

various workshops, including Kunstuniversität Linz In-

the world outside full with hosts,

stitut für Bildende Kunst und Kulturwissenschaften and

but not that will cause our death,

Kanazawa College of Art. She studied at the Parsons

men and women.

School of Design & New School for Social Research,

We look at each other, look,

New York. She lives and works in Berlin.

www.christinadimitriadis.com

ΒΙΟ

George Drivas was born in Athens, Greece. He has represented Greece at the 57th Biennale di Venezia, 2017. Drivas is the recipient of numerous awards namely, Best Experimental Film Award at London Greek Film Festival, London, UK (2010), Special Mention at “Strange Screen”, Experimental Film and Video Festival,
Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki, Greece (2009), 2nd prize at VII Media Art Forum, XXVII Moscow International Film Festival, Moscow,
Russia (2006), 2nd prize at the Zebra International Poetry Film Festival, Berlin, Germany (2002) and Jury Award for Experimental Short Film at the New York
Expo, NY, NY (2002). George Drivas’s work has been featured as a Solo Show at AnnexM / Megaron, Athens (2020), the National Museum of Contemporary Art,
Athens (2018 and 2009) and La Galleria Nazionale, Rome, Italy, (2017) , as a tribute to him at the Lumen Quarterly Festival, Beijing, China (2017/18) and Athens’s
International Film Festival (2014), and as part of a group exhibition or festival among others in “After Us”, Maxxi Museum, Rome, Italy (2020), “Imagined Com-

Artist:		
Title:		
		

Drivas George
Sequence Error
Single Channel HD Video, 11 min. Greece 2011

munities”, 21st Biennial of Contemporary Art_Videobrasil, São Paulo, Brazil (2019-20), “Resilient Futures”, Contemporary Art Center of Thessaloniki (CACT, 2018),
“ANTIDORON- the EMST Collection”, documenta 14, Kassel, Germany (2017), “As Rights Go By”, Group Show, Q21 International, MuseumsQuartier Vienna, Austria
(2016), Festival du nouveau cinéma, Montreal, Canada, (2015), “future past – past future”, Group Show, Transmediale Festival, Berlin, Germany (2014), “Art Projections”, Thessaloniki Biennale of Contemporary Art (2013), “Hybrid Stories”, Group Show, National Museum of Contemporary Art, Athens, Greece (2013), “Melancholy in Progress”, Video Art Exhibition, Hong-Gah Museum, Taipei City, Taiwan (2012), “FILE”, Electronic Language International Festival, FIESP Cultural Center,

DESCRIPTION

Sao Paulo, Βrazil (2012), “Annual Exhibition”, Group Show, Center on Contemporary Art, Seattle, USA (2012), “Les Rencontres Internationales: New Cinema and

“SEQUENCE ERROR”: (Computer Science) An error that arises when the arrangement of items in a set, does not follow some speci-

Contemporary Art”, Centre Pompidou, Paris, France, “Polyglossia”, Onassis Cultural Centre, Athens, Greece (2011), “ECU”, European Independent Film Festival,

fied order. “Sequence Error” is inspired by the well known Karl Marx quote, “History repeats itself first as tragedy and than as farce”,

Paris, France (2010); “Digital Wave”, Thessaloniki International Film Festival, Thessaloniki, Greece (2009); “Transexperiences Greece” at Space 798, Beijing, China

and re-uses parts of two famous speeches of the 20th century delivered by Che Guevara (1963) and George Marshal (1947). In a

(2008); “Young Greek Artists – In Present Tense” at the National Museum of Contemporary Art, Athens, Greece (2008); “Les Jeunes Cinéastes D’aujourd’hui” at

contemporary corporate environment and on the occasion of a sudden system crisis, two leaders of two different groups (workers

the Centre Pompidou, Paris, France (2007); Media Art Forum, XXVII Moscow International Film Festival, Moscow, Russia (2006); Poetry International Festival, Rot-

vs. executives) deliver some parts of the two aforementioned speeches. The piece premiered at “Polyglossia”, Group Show, Onassis

terdam, Netherlands (2003); and Dactyl Foundation for the Arts and Humanities, NY, NY (2002). George Drivas’s work is part of the Athens’s National Museum of

Cultural Centre, Athens, Greece, 2011.

Contemporary Art (EMST) collection.

Finley Karen

Title:		
		

“We Are Not All In This Together”
Ink on vintage paper – 2020

DESCRIPTION

Karen Finley has been creating a series of hand painted texts or slogans that usually refers to current political

ΒΙΟ

Artist:		

Born in Chicago, she received her MFA from the San Francisco Art Institute. Working in a variety of mediums such as installation, video, performance, public art,
visual art, entertainment, television and film, memorials, music, and literature, she has presented her work worldwide in various venues such as The Bobino in Par-

issues or as social commentary overlaid on vintage paper,

is, The ICA in London and Lincoln Center in NYC. Finley lectures and gives workshop at universities and museums internationally. Her work is in collections such

maps or ephemera. “We Are Not All In This Together”

as the Museum of Contemporary art and the Pompidou. She is the author of eight books, including a 25th anniversary edition of Shock Treatment ( City Lights

is painted over an opulent room photo showing décor

2015 ), Reality Shows, (Feminist Press 2011), and George and Martha ( Verso 2008). Her recent work includes, Artist Anonymous – a social practice self help open

of aristocracy, privilege and wealth. The piece speaks in

meeting for those addicted to art presented at Museum of Art and Design (2014) , and Written in Sand, a performance of music and her writings on AIDS, Open

defiance to the COVID expression of – we are ALL in this

Heart, a Holocaust memorial at Camp Gusen, Austria; Broken Negative, where Finley reconsiders her infamous chocolate performance that brought her to the Su-

together – when the truth is, we are not all in this together.

preme Court, in Finley vs. NEA; and at the New Museum, NYC Sext ME if You Can, where Finley creates commissioned portraits inspired by “sexts” received from

There are deep divides and healthcare inequality with race,

the public. Finley creates interactive walks such as Mandala: Reimaging Columbus Circle Columbia Graduate school of Architecture and Elastic City. A recipient of

class and wealth. And the claim that staying home, be-

many awards and grants including a Guggenheim Fellowship, NYSCA and NEA fellowships. In 2015 she was awarded the Richard J Massey Foundation Arts and

ing in quarantine is equal for all, in We Are Not All In This

Humanities award.

Together corrects the false illusion of an across the board
alliance of denial, claiming that there is no difference between living conditions, savings, protection and security
during COVID. This statement also resonates within a history of whiteness, of a determined overclaiming of white
suffering as a way to deny racism.

Artist:		

Finley Karen

Title:		
		

“The New Capital Punishment”
Ink on paper - 2020

DESCRIPTION

In The New Capital Punishment, COVID speaks to comparing COVID for some as being put to death. In this comparison it is known that for those in poverty and in particular people of color have a higher rate of execution as to white
people. The statistics of COVID has a similarity of inequality. Also, capital punishment is a state sanctioned act and
is deliberate. For COVID, there has been many state actions not taken to assure that more people die. There is also
the relationship to being on death row and the relationship to COVID as a death sentence unless you have the right
representation. Using the term NEW Capital Punishment refers to the punishment, the death as a form of capital as
in capitalism. The advertising jargon, as the new product line. This is to refer to the business of incarceration, the
business of execution and the prison system – and in relationship to healthcare, drug companies and the inequalities
there within. In both there is the inhumanity that prevails for those considered at risk.

Frangouli Nayia

Title:		
		

Proposition II, (Man imprisoned), (part of a series).
Acrylic medium on Fabriano paper, 2011.

DESCRIPTION

The piece is part of a larger series of works on paper. It’s based on Aristotle’s explanation of propositions, defined as a
statement you can either affirm or deny.

ΒΙΟ

Artist:		

Nayia Frangouli is a visual artist who lives in New York City. She has taught at Barnard College, Columbia University and is currently assistant professor at Parsons
and graduated from Yale School of Art MFA program in June 2004. Nayia works with video, sound, drawing and photography. Her undertakings in art making
involve research and constant configuring of the existing dialogues concerning the built environment in its sociological and political impact. Nayia has exhibited
in galleries such as: Marian Goodman - Paris, Els Hanappe Underground - Athens, Artists Space – NY and has shown her work in different biennale such as: Venice
Biennale, Gwangju Biennale – South Korea, Pontevedra Biennale – Spain and Manifesta 3 Biennale in Slovenia.

ΒΙΟ

Alexandros Georgiou was born in 1972 in Athens. He lives between
Athens and New York and cities he’s worked in include Tehran,
Varanasi, and Bangkok. He holds a BA in painting from the Athens
School of Fine Arts (1996) and an MFA in painting and photography
from the School of Visual Arts in New York (1998). Georgiou’s practice

Georgiou
		Alexandros
Artist:		

Title:		
		

“Inside the elevator to celestial powers”
(from Without my own vehicle, Athens)

includes photography, painting and writing. Since 2005 his art focuses
on a series of travels and art projects inspired by the city of Varanasi
in India. The idea of regeneration through cross-cultural dialogue
plays a major role in his research and some recurring themes in his
work deal with precariousness, personal archives and environmental
metaphors. Selected solo shows: postGods, Benaki Museum of Islamic
Art, Athens, 2017, Without my own vehicle I-V, National Museum of
Contemporary Art -EMST, Athens, 2012/ Varanasi, Eleni Koroneou
Gallery, Athens, 2010/ Without my own vehicle II, DODO Gallery,

DESCRIPTION

Thessaloniki, 2007/ Without my own vehicle, Eleni Koroneou Gallery,

This third part of “Without my own vehicle” was shaped as a response to the invitation to participate in the National Contemporary
Art Museum in Athens (EMST) “In Present Tense” show during the winter of 2007–08. Since my previous journeys had been based

Athens, 2006/ Favorite Games, Eleni Koroneou Gallery, Athens, 2004/
Cut-outs, Eleni Koroneou Gallery, Athens, 2002. Selected group shows:
Out Score, Sculpted Theater of Aixoni, Athens, 2019/ Curved arrows,

on research into Eastern cultures and interaction with places and people (focusing on India and Iran), I decided to propose a dif-

K-R-A-S, Vienna 2019/ Stopping point, Daily Lazy Project, Athens 2017/

ferent journey - one that would not take me far from the familiar, but would enable me to travel in depth into what I think I know: a

Kenophobia, CAN Christina Androulidaki gallery, Athens, 2015/ Fremd bin

journey into my own city of Athens where I grew up and which is in a state of uneven strenuous transformations. I ended up working
on Athens from Italy, Germany, France and New York. It seemed as if I had to leave Athens if I really wanted to see it. To get a com-

ich eingezogen…, Kunstverein Heidelberg, 2014/ Staging the Domestic,
The Hospital Club, London, 2014/ No Country for Young Men, BOZAR,
Brussels, 2014/ Liquid Assets, Steirischer Herbst festival, Graz, 2013/ The

plete picture, I had to revisit New York where Id’ lived for many years, and where I took slides of my old neighborhood and small

eye is a lonely hunter: images of humankind, 4. Foto-festival, Mannheim,

details of my friends, homes and paths I used to cross and combined them with images from Athens. The visual and personal slide-

Ludwigshafen, Heidelberg, 2011/ In the country of last things, Teverina

show I created was a portrait of my city, and I could only fully recreate the way it now felt by viewing it though an American metropolis. The journeys to Germany and Italy were down to Documenta and the Venice Biennale, and it seemed I needed the pretext to

Fine Arts, Cortona, 2011/ Kunsthalle Athena: The Bar, Kunsthalle Athens,
2010/ Transexperiences Greece 2008, EΜΣΤ, 798 Space, Beijing, 2008/
In present tense, young greek artists, EMST, Athens, 2007/ Turbulence,

gain a better understanding of the place, of myself, and of Athens on the general art map. And, then, France was a journey for love;

3rd Auckland triennial, Auckland, New Zealand, 2007/ give(a)way EV+A

love that was an impossibility in Athens, but which I needed in Athens and got through France.

Biennale, Limerick, Ireland, 2006/ Self-Aboutness, Canal Isabel II, Madrid,
2004/ Invitational show, Curt Marcus, New York, 2001/ METRO, 1st DESTE
Prize, new trends in contemporary Greek art, DESTE foundation, Athens,
1999/ In my room, White Columns, New York, 1999/ Spring Collection 96,
DESTE foundation, Athens, 1996. Artist’s curatorial projects: Lion under
the Rainbow, Contemporary art from Tehran, Aiolou 48-50, Athens, 2008/
Jasmine, E31 Gallery, Athens, 2006/ Inter-views 99, Kappatos Gallery, 1999.

www.alexandrosgeorgiou.com

ΒΙΟ

(from MoMA): Andrea Geyer (b. 1971 in Germany) lives and works in New York. With a particular focus on those who identify or at some point were identified as women,
her works use photography, performance, video, drawing and painting to activate the lingering potential of specific events, sites, or biographies. Geyer focuses on the
themes of gender, class, national identity and how they are constantly negotiated and reinterpreted against a frequent backdrop of cultural meanings and memories.
Geyer has exhibited at institutions such as the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA), MOMA, and The Whitney Museum.She has worked with numerous artists such as Wu Tsang, Simon J. Ortiz and Sharon Hayes (artist)
Sharon Hayes:(from her website:About – Sharon Hayes (shaze.info) Sharon Hayes engages multiple mediums–video, performance, and installation–in ongoing investigation into specific intersections between history, politics and speech. Hayes’ work is concerned with developing new representational strategies that interrogate the
present political moment as a moment that reaches simultaneously backward and forward; a moment that is never wholly its own but rather one that is full of multiple
past moments and the speculations of multiple futures. From this ground, Hayes addresses political events or movements from the 1960s through the 1990s. Her focus

Geyer Andrea
		 & Sharon Hayes

on the sphere of the near-past is influenced by the potent imbrication of private and public urgencies that she experienced in her foundational encounters with femi-

Title:		

vania’s Department of Fine Arts.

Artist:		

In Times Like These, Only Criminals Remain Silent

DESCRIPTION

5 double-sided newsprint posters, made for the exhibition Patriot at the Contemporary Museum,
Baltimore, MD, April 14 - June 11, 2005.

nism and AIDS activism. Hayes’ work has been shown at the Venice Biennale (2013), the Museum of Modern Art, the Guggenheim Museum, Tanya Leighton Gallery, the
Whitney Museum of American Art and the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia among other venues. Hayes is the recipient of a Pew Fellowship (2016), a Guggenheim Fellowship (2014), the Alpert Award in Visual Arts (2013), an Anonymous Was a Woman Award (2013), Louis Comfort Tiffany Foundation Fellowship (2007). Hayes
received a BA from Bowdoin College, an MFA from UCLA and attended the Whitney Independent Study Program. Hayes currently teaches in the University of Pennsyl-

ΒΙΟ

Eva Giannakopoulou, grew up in Ithaca, Greece and she
is currently residing in Athens where she works. In the
past she has lived in Naples, Barcelona, Istanbul, Berlin
and in other places depending on the circumstances.
She has presented performances at various unconventional sites, including beaches, squares, rivers, parks,

Artist:		

Giannakopoulou Eva

Title:		

Dogman’s Dream, Video, 2’23’’, 2020

and impromptu stages in public spaces. Her work has
been exhibited at museums, institutions, galleries,
and festivals including Benaki Museum, Athens (The
Same River Twice, 2019 and The Equilibrists, 2016, both

DESCRIPTION

organized by The New York Museum, New York and the

“Dog dreams often have to do with the basic instinct towards friendship, loyalty, and protection. Sometimes the
dog will represent you, the dreamer, while other times they will stand in for people in your life.”

DESTE Foundation), Athens Biennale 2018: ANTI and
Athens Biennale 2015-2017 OMONOIA (2016), Material
Art Fair (Mexico City, 2017), Rosa Luxemburg Founda-

Gipsy Dream Dictionary. Flying up to the sky with weird creatures, landing on the dance floor of a death disco,
howling with the wolves, becoming the animalesque subjectivity you always wanted to be. “Dogman’s Dream” is a
psychotropic and psychedelic proposal against the emotional tensions of self-isolation and self-confinement.

tion, Berlin (solo show, 2015), MPA-B, Berlin (2015 and
2014), Excentricités 3 and 6 Performance Festival, Besançon (2015 and 2012), Action Field KODRA, Thessaloniki (2012), 3rd Art Biennale MIET, Thessaloniki (2011).
She has co-curated and co-organised art projects and
performative events, while in 2013-2014, she was a
co-labourer of the MPA-B (Month of Performance Art,
Berlin). Eva was a member of TWIXTlab, a space operating in-between, art, anthropology and the everyday.

ΒΙΟ

Kleio Gizeli (born in Athens 1978) graduated from Athens University of Fine Arts,
completing the workshops of Painting, Scenography and Photography (1997-2002).
She did the Erasmus Programme at Fine Arts in Université Paris 8, France and
completed a Master Degree in Fine Arts at Central Saint Martin’s College of Art and
Design, London (2005). Since early on in her practice, her work has been based on
forms of fragmental narrative, ordinary snapshots and imaginary characters that linger in between the familiar and the eerie. In her meticulously crafted dioramas and

Artist:		

Gizeli Kleio

Title:		
		

Night Inquiry, 2011
framed mixed media construction, wood, clay, plastic, clock motor, 35 x 23 x 27 cm

small scale installations, constructed worlds come together as a staged scene, often
with the use of a media variety, such as microsculpture, sound, animation, light and
motion. Throughout the years, there has been an increase of attention to the craft
and minute detail within her work, while cinema, painting and photography are
some of the most prominent influences and aesthetic loans. She has exhibited work
internationally in Europe and the States, including Art Fairs (London and London

DESCRIPTION

Art Fair, Glasgow, Kunst Zurich, Art Chicago, New York, Los Angeles) and has been

I built a box. A room with a two-ways window view. A miniature room. There‘s a neon glowing light and hardly any furniture. A row

represented by Flowers Gallery in New York and in London (2005-2017), where she

of chairs that one finds in waiting rooms, and a door, blue and shut. The floor is worn out, and the walls are white. So are the figures

had two solo shows, “Small Acts” 2007 and “Subtly Into The Night” 2011 (Flowers/

inhabiting the room. There’s one thing that is ticking away every second, a fly on the wall. Two men stay still, in their white uniforms.

Cork Street). Other exhibitions include “Kinetoscopes,” solo show at the Greek

They’re inmates of some sort. Their faces are alike, and so are their clothing. One stands by the window seal, and one is seated. I

Museum of Cinema, and animation screenings at the 21st Athens Film Festival,

always thought one is the interrogator, and one is the captured one, sitting and waiting. I’m not sure anymore, as the piece seems

“Secret”/ honorary artist, curated by Or. Andreadakis, the Biennial Young Mediter-

to be changing slightly along with our times. Maybe they’re both stuck regardless of what brought them inside in the first place. The

ranean Artists (2003), Piraeus Municipal gallery (2004), Zoumboulaki Gallery (2014

room is white and still and it seems it’ ll stay like that for a long time to come, with a view that works both ways, or maybe not that

and 2019), Ionios Parliament Corfu (2017), Back to Athens (2018), Unknown Destina-

much. Who is who, and who is the spectator, is up to you.

tions Chapter ΙΙ – Shell, Politics of Being (2018) and plus9 curated by K. Prapoglou
and the Small Is Beautiful online exhibition, Flowers Gallery London (2020). Has also
worked as a set designer in theatre and films and a storyboard-artist (The little one
in the dark forest, directed by P.Dendakis, KET 2020, Martinegkou, directed by K.
Evaggelakou, Theater of Art 2014, The Woman from the Past, directed by El. Karakouli, Poreia Theatre 2015, Movements for Nothing, stage design/ video / directing
Kleio Gizeli, Epi Kolono Theatre 2013, storyboard design for Charitona’s Choir, directed by Gr. Karandinakis 2005). Her work is part of public and private collections
in Greece and abroad. Lives and works in Athens / London.

Hadjigeorghiou Yioula

Title:		

Sourdine, Video

ΒΙΟ

Artist:		

Yioula Hadjigeorghiou was born in Paphos, Cyprus. She lives and works in Athens. She graduated with honors in Painting and Engraving from Athens School
Fine Arts in 1999. She continued her postgraduate studies at the National Technical University of Athens. She teaches at the Fine Arts Department in the Cyprus
University of Technology. She has participated in various solo and group exhibitions, such as DE SKYDDSSÖKANDE (ΙΚΕΤΙΔΕΣ) Ostgotateatern Theatre Norrkoping Östergotland, Sweden, “Making Words, Poets Machine,” 53η Venice Biennale, Italy “Frames”, Strads Museum, Sweden (cur.: Kostas Oikonomou), Art Athina,

DESCRIPTION

Pop up Performances, Zappeion Mansion, Athens (cur.:Sozita Goudouna, UN – FASHION, Megaro Mousikis, Athens (cur.: Sozita Goudouna), Athens Photo Festival,

France, Europe in 1931. A show of strange human beings. Black people from the colonies are exhibited as curious human – oids to
the inhabitants of a big city. An absurd image: an old woman dancing, the disturbed sound of the “clochard” playing the trumpet
– sourdine. A film made by an amateur. Nowhere do the mechanisms of domination appear cruder. The dominance, the majority, imposes the gauge, the standard. Everything outside of it, acquires the qualities and character that it gives them. Minorities must bear
their stump. All processes for change, all uncontrolled moves come from this space defined as a margin, as a minority that works
like a virus.

Benaki Museum of Greek Culture, Athens, «One Museum. A history of 100 years», Museum of Modern Greek Culture (cur.: Louiza Karapidaki), Weaving Europe
Weaving Balkans, Biennale of West Balkan, Ioannina, Greece (cur.: Efi Kyprianidou), “DIE KUNST IST EIN AUSWEG BEI SEXUELLEN PROBLEMEN”, Freud’s Dream
Museum – Saint Petersburg, Russia (cur.: Efi Kyprianidou), Vallasdaden 2017, Linkoping, Sweden. Organized by Norrkoping Air, Affiliated with Linkoping University, (cur.: Kostas Oikonomou), Tilt Platforms 2017, Lab2Art, Beau Rivage, Loutraki, Athens. (cur.: Katerina Goutziouli, Takis Zerdevas, Makis Faros), Supermarket
Stockholm Independent Art Fair, Museum of Forgetting Svarta Huset, Stockholm, Big Mosaic, Pafos European Cultural Capital, Hani, Πάφος (cur.: Charalambos
Margaritis), “Bypass”, video, CINE XIII THEATER, Paris, Tradition - Overthrow, International Festival Winter Seragevo, Bosnia – Erzegovina (cur.: Katerina Koskina),
Terra Mediterranea – In Crisis, Municipal Arts Center, Nicosia (cur.: Giannis Toumazis), Plus One, Cultural Centre «Leonidas Kanellopoulos», Eleysina, Greece (cur.:
Maria Maragou), Mapping Cyprus: Contemporary Views, Bozar Expo, Brussels (cur.: Andri Michail), The Roads of Hereafter, Museum of Contemporary Art of Crete,
Rethymno (cur.: Maria Maragou), The Little Land Fish, EMAA Capital Art Center, Nicosia (cur.: Antonis Danos, Yasa Yaman), 12η Biennale Kairou, Egypt, “In The
Loop”, National Portrait Gallery, Washington – USA, “Making Worlds Poets Machine”, 2η Biennale Thessalonikis, Cypriots Contemporary Art, Paris & Action Field
Kodra, Thessaloniki, Greece (cur.: Andri Michail), Biennale Seville, Spain (cur.: Sania Pappa), “Open 2003”, 6η International sculpture installation exhibition Venice
(cur: Lina Tsikouta), I. ME SELF, Museum of Contemporary Art of Crete (cur.: Maria Maragou), Sketching out Tomorrow and Yesterday, Young Greek artists, tribute
to the region of Ioannina, Μουσείο Ε. Αβέρωφ, Μέτσοβο, Ελλάδα (cur.:Lina Tsikouta), 25η Biennale Sao Paolo, Brazil (cur: G.Nikolaou).

ΒΙΟ

Kleopatra Haritou was born in Athens, Greece.
She started her studies in Fine Art and Photography in USA as a High school student
(Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y.), and was awarded by
Pentax. She continued her studies in Athens and
London (C.Saint Martins, London) acquiring her
MA at Goldsmith College University of London,
under the supervision of historian of art and photography, Ian Jeffrey. Her oeuvre has been pre-

Artist:		

Haritou Kleopatra

Title:		

Only god can Judge me

sented at more than ten solo exhibitions and she
has participated in numerous group exhibitions.
Her large scale solo exhibitions include “Prosfygika - The refugee settlements of Alexandra’s
Av.” presented at BENAKI Museum of Athens,

DESCRIPTION

the International Comics Festival in Athens along

“Only god can judge me” is a triptych standing for confinement, silence and abuse. The body of a prisoner who is now dead, be-

with the original “V for Vendeta” sketches of

comes the work of art. This transgender body, apart from having been imprisoned in a rigid institution, was trapped in its indistinct

David Lloyd, and other museums around Greece.

gender boundaries. Confinement holds a double role targeting the body as a social outcast. Marked by abusive violence, this de-

Additionally, she has presented “ACROBATS”, ten

formed body, unhealthy and abnormal, tortured and dark, presents the state of institutional corruption and what society defines as

large photo installations in public space at the

“normal”. Scars and injuries not only show the signs of continuous abuse suffered by the detainee, but also imply the mental injuries

center of Athens. She is now preparing her new

deriving from social targeting. The prisoner’s face is hidden from public view and buried in silence. The prisoner, derived from pri-

large edition “Entry-Exodus” with the support

vacy while standing opposite to a society that silences violence with no end, seeked redemption in his or her private inner silence,

of Onassis Foundation. She is also part of RICE

the inner silence that is identified with god. A tattooed message towards society becomes the inmate’s personal work of art, on a

School of Dance on Hydra, a school with no

canvas full of traumas. It seems as god, although god is invisible and hidden in silence, is for the time being, the only interrogator.

teachers, created by the academic (DUKE University) social choreographer, Michael Klien. For
the past 20 years she has been collaborating with
cinematographers including: Astra Taylor, Christopher Papakaliatis, Dennis Iliadis, Dora Masklavanou and many others.

Artist:		

Harvey Steve C.

Title:		

Two Prisoners

DESCRIPTION

The image draws out the indignity of incarceration and enslavement through an absurdist reinvention of the confining space. The

ΒΙΟ

Born in Stafford, England in 1967, Steven C. Harvey is best known for his acclaimed Vehicles series, an apocalyptic satire on futuristic technology, which has

cell is reduced to an individual lower body-casing, bolted to a wall. Fluid waste products are removed from the casing via a hatch
at the front, enabling the inmate to be worked with fewer lavatory breaks than usual, increasing profits for the corporate owner
of the institution. The righteousness of the imprisoning forces is reflected in the cross form to which each inmate’s body-casing is
attached. As if to impress upon the inmate a proper sense of his status, the imprisoning forces have arranged that the body-casings
echo the form of a urinal. The prison shares the silence of the public toilet.

been exhibited in museums across Europe, and published in the prestigious Vitamin D2; New Perspectives in Drawing (Phaidon Press, 2013), a survey of the
world’s best new contemporary drawing. Examples of the series have entered the permanent collection of the Musée d’Art Moderne Grand-Duc Jean (MUDAM)
Luxembourg, whose Chief Curator has likened the series’ visionary power to that of Goya and Piranesi. Aside from socio-technological concerns, the artist has
consistently dealt with themes of absurdism and human sexuality. He has published a novel, ‘Sex Dole’ (2020). He lives and works in Greece. Notable shows
include: Between a Rock and a Hard Place - 3rd Thessaloniki Biennale, State Museum of Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki, Greece, 2011; I Dreamt About - Musée
d’Art Moderne Grand-Duc Jean (MUDAM), Luxembourg, 2011; Steven C. Harvey - Vehicles - Musée d’Art Moderne Grand-Duc Jean (MUDAM) Luxembourg, 2012;
Steven C. Harvey - Old Age - Ellika Gallery, Athens, Greece, 2012; Visions: Atmosphere of Change - MARTa Museum, Herford, Germany, 2013; Between the Lines All Visual Arts, London, 2013; Drawing Now, Paris Drawing Fair, Paris, France 2014; Steven C. Harvey - Vehicles - Alpha Delta Gallery, Athens, Greece, 2014; When
Counterculture Meets Society - Alpha Delta Gallery, Athens, Greece, 2015; Steven C. Harvey - Centre Culturel Jean-Cocteau, Les Lilas, Paris, France, 2017; Love
Poems - Alpha Delta Gallery, Athens, Greece, 2018; Small Vastnesses – Alpha Delta Gallery, Athens, Greece.

Artist:		

Hunt Ashley

Title:		

Mississippi 2004: Potential Speech & Public Record Archive

DESCRIPTION

“Mississippi 2004: Potential Speech” began with an invitation by community activists in Lexington, Mississippi to help them document community testimonies around the state’s youth prisons — named “Training Schools” — in preparation for a set of hearings in
the state legislature about the prisons’ abusive conditions and the indiscriminate criminalization of Black youth. The trip included
eleven days of driving around the state, interviewing boys who’d been in the facilities, and editing the collected testimony into a
short video to be shown at the hearings. The resulting work that followed this immediate application was a slide projection and video installation attempting to think of the story within the larger context of the 2004 presidential elections, the present day role of
the “red state,” and the conditions of political speech that the post-9.11, post-Civil Rights context were based upon.

daily life, the exercise of political power, and the disciplinary boundaries that separate our art worlds from the larger worlds in which they sit. His work looks to
structures that allow people to accumulate power, and those which keep others from getting it, while learning from the ways people come to know, contribute to
or resist these structures. Rather than seeing art and activism as two exclusive spheres of practice, he approaches them as mutual and complimentary — drawing
upon the ideas and aesthetics of social movements, cultural theory and art alike, the theorizing and practices of each informing the other. His current project,
Degrees of Visibility, is a large body of landscape photographs from throughout the fifty U.S. states and territories, documenting spaces in which prisons sit
from publicly available points of view — looking at how prisons are presented and camouflaged within our everyday perception, forming a part of an aesthetics
of mass incarceration. Other works include the performance and book, Notes on the Emptying of a City, a dismantled film that recounts his time in New Orleans
after Hurricane Katrina; Communograph, a multi-platform project with Project Row Houses in Houston; the ongoing collaboration with taisha paggett, On Move-

		
		

PR No. 2.06.002
Release Date: November 1, 2008

Artist:		

Various

Title:		
Series:

Fifteen Sounds of the War on the Poor, vol.1
P.O.P. publicrec.org

DESCRIPTION

ΒΙΟ

Ashley Hunt is interested in how images, objects, maps, writing and performance can engage social ideas and actions, including those of social movements,

Ultra-red asks fifteen artists and activists to come up with a one-minute audio recording in response to the question: What is the

ment, Thought and Politics; the collaborative 9 Scripts from a Nation at War, produced for documenta 12 with Andrea Geyer, Sharon Hayes, Katya Sander and David Thorne; and the Corrections Documentary Project, the ongoing body of work addressing the aesthetics and politics of prison expansion and mass incarceration in the U.S., including ten video works, photographic works and mappings that span sixteen years of research, production and organizing. Recent exhibitions
and performances include Cue Art Foundation, Threewalls Gallery in Chicago, The Kitchen in New York, the 2012 Made in L.A. Biennial of the Hammer Museum,
Sinopale 4 biennale in Sinop, Turkey, the Museum of Modern Art in New York, the Tate Modern in London, Woodbourne State Correctional Institute in upstate
New York, Putnamville Correctional Institution in Indiana, and numerous grassroots and community venues throughout the U.S. Recent writing has appeared in
X-TRA Contemporary Art Quarterly (2014), Native Strategies issue 4 (2014), Shifter Magazine #20 (2013). Hunt co-directs the Program in Photography and Media
at California Institute of the Arts and was on the faculty of the Visual Arts MFA program at Vermont College of Fine Arts 2008–2016.

sound of the war on the poor? The results range from field recordings, re-appropriated sounds, mini-symphonies and spoken rants.
Volume 1 features contributions by Alejandra and Aeron, Knut Åsdam, Checkpoint 303, Christopher DeLaurenti, Michelle Dizon,
Ashley Hunt, Jack Tactic, Anton Nikkilä, Isabelle Noël, Elliot Perkins, PSBEUYS, Jennifer Rarick, Rural Racism Project, Terre Thaemlitz,
Ultra-red. (Note: All are invited to send a one-minute audio recording for upcoming releases.)

ΒΙΟ

Marion Inglessi is a visual artist, scene designer and
curator. She was born in Athens, Greece and lived in
Ghana, Nigeria, Lebanon, Italy, France and the USA.
After her BA in English Literature, she received an
MFA in Theatre Design at Brandeis University, USA
(1989) and the School of Fine & Applied Arts, Aristotle University, Thessaloniki (2014). She worked as a

Artist:		

Inglessi Marion

Title:		
DSK in America or The Adventures of Dominique Strauss - Kahn
		Video, 01:43

designer in New York, Athens, and Paris in the theatre,
opera, film, and advertising industries (1989-2003).
From 2005 to 2009 she was head of exhibitions at the
Thessaloniki International Film Festival. She is co-creator of video animation project nonstop motion animation by people in motion, for & by refugee children,

DESCRIPTION

adolescents and women from Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq,

A series of sketches, photograms, and monotypes inspired by the rise and fall of Dominique Strauss Kahn, head of
the International Monetary Fund from 2007 to 2011. They follow the events leading up to his arrest and ensuing humiliation - he was charged with sexually assaulting housekeeper Nafissatou Diallo in his hotel room in New York - as
recorded minute by minute by the international press from May to July 2011. A commentary on the American penal
system, the abuse of power, and human hubris. The succession of images, amplified by the soundtrack’s cacophony
is juxtaposed with the clear strong voice of the victim(s).

Iran, Cameroon, Somalia, and the DRC living in Athens
shelters. Group exhibitions include: video Catastrophe,
Fireflies in the Night Take Wing - video survey, curated
by Barbara London, Kalliopi Minioudaki, Francesca
Pietropaolo, artistic director Robert Storr, Stavros
Niarchos Foundation Cultural Center 2016, and 100%
Risk, 100% Trust: Towards A New Visual Performance,
ΑRT ATHINA 2019, curated by Sozita Goudouna. She
works with sculpture, video and giant prints and is
preparing her 3rd solo exhibition. Recurring theme in
her work is the human condition and the language of
the body, that she addresses with humor, sarcasm and
compassion.

https://marioninglessi.com/

Kavallieratos Dionysis

Title:		
		

Make America Again
colored pencil on paper, 99x88cm, 2020

DESCRIPTION

Dionisis Kavallieratos drawings (from left to right):
1. 2. Make America Again (color)”, 2020 Colour pencil on paper, 100 x 88 cm
Photography © Boris Kirpotin | Courtesy: Bernier/Eliades Gallery

ΒΙΟ

Artist:		

Dionisis Kavallieratos (Athens, 1979) lives and works in Athens and Berlin. He graduated from the Athens School of Fine Arts in 2002 and attended the Radar
Project (residency) in Venice and Krakow (2003-2004). His work has been featured at Biennales including the 1st Biennale of Thessaloniki, the 3rd Thessaloniki
Biennale of Contemporary Art, the 2nd Biennale of Athens and the Video Biennale in Tel Aviv. Recent solo and group shows include: Odeon of Herodes Atticus (NEON), New Museum and Benaki Museum (DESTE Foundation), Onassis Cultural Centre, Athens, Aixoni Sculpted Landscape Theater (Onassis Foundation),

Two figures from the “Disoriented dance/ Mislead planet” , a series of dancers in drawings and sculptures of variable materials. Each

DESTE Foundation, Benaki Museum, French School at Athens (NEON), Bozar Brussels, Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki, Projectspace

dancer comes from a different universe, principal, epoch, intention. An ongoing project based on the idea of a circle dance consist-

Diana Stigter, Amsterdam, Art Brussels 2013, Hellenic Foundation for Culture, Cypriot Embassy, Athens, “Forgotten Bar Project” Berlin, Kodra Action Field, Helex-

ed of various characters with references to history, politics, nature, art, culture, pop culture, personal stories. They were presented in

po Center and 37th Art Cologne. Kavalieratos is represented by Bernier/Eliades Gallery, Athens and his work has been shown in numerous international galleries

the ancient Herodion Odeon and the Bernier/Eliades gallery in Athens Greece.

including: Yoko Uhoda & A. Baronian Gallery Knokke, Belgium, Karas Gallery, Zagreb, Iris van Dongen, Galery Cosmic, Paris, The Breeder, Athens, Cruise & Callas,
Berlin, V1 Gallery Copenhagen, AMP gallery, Athens, Autocentre, Berlin, Athens Galerie Anne de Villepoix, Paris, Galerie Adler, Frankfurt.

ΒΙΟ

Peggy Kliafa lives and works in Athens, Greece. She is a multidisciplinary visual artist dealing mainly with subjects connected
to Medicine, Treatment and Healing of the body and soul. She
graduated from the Athens School of Fine Arts (2011/ 2012) with

Artist:		
Title:		

Kliafa Peggy

a Degree in Painting and major in Sculpture as well as from the

SILENT “CELLS”, 2020

participated in many group exhibitions and Art Fairs in Greece

Athens University of Economics and Business/ASOEE (1990)
with a Degree in Business Administration & Marketing. She has

and abroad, such as: EMST (National Museum of Contemporary
Art), Athens, 2017 (during Documenta 14), Combat Breathing /

DESCRIPTION

6th Thessaloniki Biennale of Contemporary Art, Imagined Homes,

Aluminum pills’ blisters, aluminum sheets, plexiglass, silicone, acrylic transparent tubes filled with aluminum foils (waste of

2017 / Removement Athens 2017, Supported by Neon.org /

medicines’ packaging), led light, cable, 210 x 85 x 10,5 cm, 2020.

Makrideio Theatre, Paphos, Avlaia, Cyprus, 2017 / Salone degli

It seems that in prisons and other forms of captivity there are apparent bars, locked doors and guards everywhere, but there

Incanti, Imago Mundi Benneton Collections, Join the Dots, Trieste,

are also invisible fetters. A systematic providing of mainly psychotropic and other drugs, affects the body cells and achieves

2018 / IFAC Arts @ The Yard, NYC, The Fourth Stage,…, 2018 /

the necessary silence and calm in prison cells, raising even more powerful barriers for the prisoners. Medicines can be a prison

Macedonian and State Museums of Contemporary art– perma-

themselves even for the “free” people sometimes. Whether imposed for various reasons or asked by the prisoners as a need for

nent collections, Symphony in 20 parts, Thessaloniki, 2018 / J.

escapism, they may become an addiction and addictions can be a prison too. This particular kind, which is legal and rewarded is

Atanas of Forum, Symbiartic,…, Sofia, Bulgaria, 2018 / Athens

a deceitful kind of confinement. Kliafa’s artwork entitled SILENT “CELLS” for the exhibition “The Right to Silence?” is a sculpture

Concert Hall, UN/FASHION, 2019 / Cyprus Embassy, BEYOND

representing a closed prison door in actual size, covered with aluminum pills blisters, with a small illuminated window behind

SCIENCE…, Athens, 2019 / 4th Mykonos Biennale, “Apathia”,

transparent “bars” filled with the waste of pills blisters. The windows light seems to be coming from the inside of the cell. The title

2019 / E. Averoff Museum, “Lands of Creation”, Metsovo, 2019 /

of the artwork refers to both the jail cells as well as the body cells. A door is a border between the inside and the outside world, a

Art Athina 2013, 2015, 2018 and Beirut Art Fair 2015 She has had

passage between lightness and darkness, a symbol of transition and metamorphosis, communication and agreement. The door is
a symbol of duality due to its ability to be an entrance and exit, open and closed, locked and unlocked, exactly as the medicines
can be a remedy or poison at the same time. This closed door, heavily fortified with metallic pills’ blisters can either provide
the medicines protective powers or hide ugly truths, opportunities denied or lost, can also be a symbol of this invisible form of
pacification in prisons, the one that immobilizes and silences prisoners without the slightest effort.

two solo exhibitions: the exhibition “Pharmakon” in Kappatos Gallery, Athens in 2013/2014 and “Placebo” in Lola Nikolaou Gallery,
Thessaloniki, in 2016. She has also had two 3-person shows: in the
E. Averoff Museum, Metsovo, in 2017 with artists M. Katzourakis,
V. Gerodimos and in Lola Nikolaou Gallery with artists/artworks
of Prof. G. Lappas and Prof. Aphrodite Liti.
Her works have been acquired by public collections in Greece as
well as Foundations and private collections in Greece and abroad.
More at: www.peggykliafa.com

ΒΙΟ

Panos Kokkinias was born in 1965 in Athens, Greece.
He studied photography at the School of Visual
Arts, and then at Yale University, where he received
his MFA in 1996. He earned a PhD in Photography in
2009 from Derby University, Great Britain. His work

Artist:		
Title:		
		

Panos Kokkinias
Skylight
Photograph, dimensions variable

has been published in Vitamin Ph: New Perspectives in Photography, (Phaidon Press, 2006) and in
his monograph Here We Are (PowerHouse Books,
New York, 2012). The recipient of grants from Yale
University, Alexander Onassis Foundation, the Greek
State Scholarships Foundation and Stavros Niarchos
Foundation, Kokkinias has exhibited worldwide,
including shows in Athens, Paris, and New York. His
photographs are included in public and corporate

DESCRIPTION

collections in Europe and the US. He lives and works

Kokkinias’ interiors contain depictions of uncommon and unfamiliar interior spaces with the apparition of haunting human figures.
Seen from a distance, the subjects are trapped, wandering, and lost, without an apparent escape. Inside, the eye of the camera
acts as an observer of the invisible: it retrieves latent possibilities, as if they were past/future events inscribed in the spaces and
the people. The photographic technique contributes to this distortion of reality, exactly because it reproduces it with precision:
the obsessive attention to detail, the strong colours and the clear outlines are necessary prerequisites for the imaginary to show
through. Kokkinias’ photographs evoke the human condition in all its fragility and uncertainty. The allure of these images gives way
to a visceral confusion that perturbs the spectator and raises questions regarding the existentialist conflict of mankind, without
offering any answers. In these works, the landscapes act as metaphors for interior worlds.

in Athens and is represented by Xippas Gallery.

ΒΙΟ

Georgia Kotretsos is a visual artist, researcher and professional
spectator based in Athens, Greece. She moved to South Africa
in her early teens while the abolition of apartheid was underway.
Kotretsos holds an MFA Degree from The School of the Art Institute of Chicago on a Full Merit Scholarship (2004) in the United
States and a BFA Degree from the Durban Institute of Technology, in KwaZulu Natal, (2000) in South Africa. With her work, she

Artist:		

Kotretsos Georgia

Title:		

What Are You Doing With Your Freedom?

critiques the conformity of seeing by studying, proposing and
practicing liberating and anarchic approaches of looking at art
in an effort to support that seeing is site-specific and spectatorial emancipation the source of our art knowledge. Through her
research-based practice, she encourages speculative approaches

DESCRIPTION

on how knowledge is and/or could be produced. She is the recip-

Archival inkjet print (Edition of 5 + 2AC), paint on paper installation, Gold Coast, Chicago, IL, 25th fl. Year: 2003-2004 Chicago,

ient of numerous awards, fellowships and scholarships, and has

IL, USA

shown her work at the Onassis Art Center, NY; the Asian Society,
NY; the Tinguely Museum, Basel, La Kunsthalle Mulhouse; the

We are situated in the Gold Coast, in Dearborn and Elm Street in Chicago, IL., in 2003-4, on the 25th floor of a high rise luxury
apartment building overlooking the loop of downtown Chicago and the apartment buildings across the road. These are my own
apartment windows covered in paper. The hand painted message spells “What Are You Doing With Your Freedom?” This gestural
work is wedged between post 9/11 and the Iraq war. On the one hand, there was a media frenzy - on the other one, we were subject
to severe surveillance.There were demonstrations, riots, and petitions circulations on a daily basis. Inevitably one’s own ideological

Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art, Thessaloniki, and the
National Museum of Contemporary Art in Athens among other
institutions in Greece and abroad. Kotretsos co-founded Boots
Contemporary Art Space in St. Louis, MO (2006-10). In addition

space was gradually infiltrated, thus speaking one’s own mind freely could potentially prove a rather riské endeavor. This work was

she founded and edited BootPrint (2006-10), a biannual journal

birthed out of the need to speak my own mind, to shout it out from the 25th fl., where all tenants from the surrounding area could

made by and for artists. Between 2009-13 she served as the col-

read for a period spanning six months from the 10th all the way to the 33rd floor.

umnist of the Inside the Artist’s Studio for the PBS Arts Feature,
Art21 Magazine. In 2014 her column was published on LABKULTUR.TV in Germany. In 2019 Kotretsos founded the nonprofit THE
ΤΕΛΟΣ SOCIETY, arts & culture research lab observatorium in
Athens, Greece.

BIO

Artist:

Lappas Aristeidis
Aristeidis Lappas (b. Athens, 1993) lives and works in Athens. He holds a BA from the University of West England, Bristol, UK. His work has been exhibited
internationally in exhibitions like Theorimata 2, National Museum of Contemporary Art, Athens (2020); Polymorphic Entrancing Topos, P.E.T Projects, Athens
(2019); Part II, The Breeder, Athens (2019); Break Time Contemplations, Transformer, Washington D.C (2018). He participates in the ARTWORKS Fellowship Program 2020 and is currently a resident at St.A.I.R, Graz, Austria (Nov 2020 -Jan 2021). His solo exhibition, Tenderness of a Cutting Sword, is currently on view
and until 9 January 2021 at The Breeder Gallery, Athens. Upcoming exhibitions include the Athens Biennial “Eclipse” in 2021, curated by OMSK Social Club and

DESCRIPTION

Larry Ossei-Mensah.

In moments where silence and solitude dominate we tend to look inward facing ourselves. In these situations we find we are naked as
the observer now beholds from our own eyes in a way which can be very unkind. Yet in those moments we should recognise our own
fragility. Self Portrait with Lamp was made during the lockdown when access to public space and public life was prohibited. One of the
few times the artist attempts a realistic interpretation of the figure as a way of self definition. In the painting Boy and Peacock the artist portrays the figure of a boy holding in his lap a peacock. In this composition the bird serves as a symbolism for a fleeting innocence
or even a boyish grandeur or majesty. Both of these works approach the theme of self reflection attempting to focus on the vulnerable
nature of the subjects. Following the idea of isolation the subjects present a sense of distancing from the outside both in the forms of
actual events as well as foreign critiques of oneself, instead they show an act of protection and selfcare.

Title:			
Self Portrait and Lamp
			
oil Pastel on Canvas
			35x25cm, 2020

Title:		
Boy and Peacock
			
oil and Acrylic on Canvas
			200x160cm, 2020

Artist:		

Lemos Manolis D.

Title:		
		

5
oil, wax and acrylic on linen, aluminum stretchers, 69 x 49cm, 2019

ΒΙΟ

Manolis D. Lemos (b. 1989, Athens, Greece) lives and works in Athens. Selected solo exhibitions include “Feelings”, CAN Christina Androulidaki gallery, Athens
(2019); “Tomorrow’s Corporate Love”, Palais de Tokyo, Paris (2017); and “Wollustiger Eroberer”, REH transformer, Berlin (2014). His work has been featured in numerous group exhibitions, including “Protext!,” Centro Luigi Pecci, Prato (2020); “Tomorrows,” Le lieu unique, Nantes (2019); “Still Here Tomorrow,” Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural Centre, Athens (2019); “Songs for Sabotage, New Museum Triennial,” New Museum, New York, USA (2018); ”Prec(ar)ious Collectives,”

DESCRIPTION

Palais de Tokyo in Athens, Akadimias 23, Athens (2017); and “Filter Bubble,” LUMA/Westbau, Zurich (2020).

This work is a landscape about time. Inspired by prisoner graffiti, it depicts a count of five days against a broken horizon and a
brownish red background, reminiscent of the protagonist’s dry blood in the sequence of Manolis D. Lemos book/artwork ‘SPURT’.

BIO

Eirini Linardaki was born in Athens and studied at L.I.T. Limerick,
Ireland, HDK Berlin and Marseille. She lived in France for more
than twenty years before moving to the island of Crete. She
now shares her time between Crete and New York, developing
projects in the public sphere. Her public art collaborations include the City of New York – Department of Transportation, the
NYC Department of Parks, the NYC Mayor’s Office for Climate
Change, Rutgers University, NJ, Mamaroneck Union Free School
District, NY, Institut Français, Athens, City of Paris, Mairie du
11eme, NEON Foundation, Municipalities of Agios Nikolaos, Cha-

Artist:

Linardaki Eirini

nia and Heraklion, Salon de Montrouge, France, City of Newark,
NJ. She has exhibited at the Boijmans Museum, Rotterdam; Stegi - Onassis Cultural center Athens; House of Cyprus in Greece;

DESCRIPTION

Fri-Art Kunsthalle, Fribourg; Natural History Museum, Geneva;

RAISED installation, Owl’s Head Park, New York (collaboration with Parks Department, NYC and Hellenic Ministry of
Culture).
At this time of historic global crisis, art is helping and serving people in their communities. I believe that right now in
history art is keeping pace with social change. Sometimes persistent social issues knock on our door and enter our
dreams, becoming a defining aspect of a useful artistic vision. I experience this through my research, my practice
and my journey with the project Raise. The complexity and persistent presence of the issues I witnessed in various
cities and communities (Baltimore Vocational High School, Bay Ridge, Brooklyn) became part of this installation,
expressed through materials found with my students, around my studio in Brooklyn and generated by the ambitions of
participants in the workshops.

Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art; Hamburg Kunsthaus;
John Jay College; Radiator Gallery, NYC; Lower East Side Girls
Club, NYC; Clemente Soto Vélez Cultural Center, NYC. She was
one of the curators of the Night of Ideas and Philosophy, for the
French Institute. She organized and curated “Occupy # 1, New
York” a collaboration with the Consulate General of Greece in
New York and the Cultural Services of the French Embassy in
the USA, where artists were invited to work in collaboration with
administrative staff of the Consulate and create art through dialogue with them and within our times of sociopolitical change.
Currently, she is organizing “Occupy#2, Greece”, an art research
group composed of artists and curators, creating a community
conducting research between France, Greece and other countries of their network.

BIO

Artist:

Logothetis Aristides
Aristides Logothetis is the founder and executive director is of ArcAthens https://arcathens.org .Born in Athens, Aristides is a visual artist who has attended several residencies and exhibited in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Bronx Museum, and Duke University among others. In addition, he has curated several landmark exhibitions; founded and directed Gallery Schmallery in Boston; worked as consultant and instructor in university programs; and founded the Young Artists

DESCRIPTION

Placement Program in New York City public schools.

This photograph, taken in Naples, is part of a large series in which Logothetis investigates public depictions celebrating traditional
hierarchies of power.

DESCRIPTION

Artist:

Magnanti Renee
The piece draws from historical patterns from the arts and crafts made by women in various time periods and global regions. Magnati’s piece on the 5th amendment, which was ratified on December 15, 1791, is a weaving that incorporates text from that amendment
and patterns of fiber arts made by women during the “Bill of Rights” period in the US. Hand lace made by women in America was
important in the 18th century particularly in Ipswich, Massachusetts. This lace and its patterns are now preserved at the Library of Congress. In the late 1700’s, samplers were also made but primarily for personal use. They were narrow, long and with horizontal bands and
often contained verses, which reflected the social norms of that time period. The weaving has a similar physical structure as a sampler (narrow, long and striped) and includes vintage lace, as a reference to women’s lace industry in the colonies. Elements of the 5th
Amendment are included in an etching which is incorporated into the weaving.

BIO

I am a researcher and a multidisciplinary artist with a
specific interest in conceptual and post-digital comics.
My work claims for the importance of comics as a
materially self-reflexive medium, unaffiliated to any
general art history. I am currently a PhD researcher
at the Aalto University in Helsinki (adv. Craig
Dworkin) where I examine how this century’s frontier
technologies such as AI, financial technologies and

Artist:		

Manouach Ilan

Title:		
		

ROWE
Dimensions: 150cm x 100cm giclee print

globalized logistics reshape the comics industry. I am
mostly known for Shapereader, a system for tactile
storytelling specifically designed for blind and partially
sighted readers/makers of comics. I am the founder of
Applied Memetic an organization that focuses on the
instersections of machine learning and creativity and
researches the political repercussions of synthetic art by

DESCRIPTION

highlighting the urgency for a new media-rich internet

The work is a synthetic composition generated by our deep neural network model trained on superhero comics

literacy. For a fuller documentation on the above

characters. It was produced in collaboration with engineers and researchers from the team of Applied Memetic.

projects, the Brussels-based non-profit Echo Chamber
is responsible for producing, fundraising, documenting
and archiving my work and research on contemporary
comics, that has been presented in solo exhibitions
to festivals, museums and galleries worldwide. On the
side I work as a librarian for shadow libraries Ubuweb
and Monoskop, I am an Onassis Digital Fellow, a Kone
alumnus and I work as a strategy consultant for the
Onassis Foundation and its visibility through its newly
funded publishing activity.

Artist:		

Mattis Daina

Title:		

LAYZ60Y, 2020

DESCRIPTION

Systemic exploitation of the lower class is perpetuated by the concept of ownership, justified through our culture’s compulsion to

6 x 11.75 in, edition of 15, unglazed porcelain

categorize and genderize. Through possession, language perpetuates the illusions behind power dynamics. These porcelain vanity

ΒΙΟ

		

Daina Mattis (b.1984) is a Brooklyn-based artist born in Los Angeles, CA. Her paintings, drawings, and sculptures explore perception and disposability through
vehicles of imitation, scale, craft, and time. Mattis is the youngest of four children to Lithuanian immigrants. Her experience growing up in a bilingual, culturally

plates, LZY5UZN and LAYZ60Y, and the drawing entitled Bell Curve vacillate between the fragile nature of consumption and class,

rich home in LA greatly influences her work and how she explores visual language. Mattis was a Cooper Union A.I.R. and shows regularly. Notable solo exhibi-

deprecation and labor, language and impotence. It’s not about who owns what, but what owns whom. Like many states, New York

tions include Family Style, 2020, and Vessels, 2018 at High Noon Gallery, New York, NY; Bona Fide, AMAG, St. Thomas Aquinas College, NY, 2019; The Cooper

state license plates are still produced by incarcerated individuals at $0.65/hour.

Union A.I.R. Exhibition, NY, 2016; Foreign Bodies, Marymount University of California, 2013-4; and Frances Keevil Gallery, Sydney, Australia, 2010. Mattis has been
featured in Design Milk, ARTnews and Professional Artist Magazine. Mattis is a founder and co-director of Undercurrent, DUMBO, NY. She is currently a lecturer at
Parsons School of Design, at The New School in NY. She is represented by High Noon Gallery, New York, NY.

Migliaressi-Phoca Olga
		
		 & Damaskou Despoina
Artist:		

Title:		

TEST THE WATERS (CODE BLUE), 2019

TEST THE WATERS, CODE BLUE emphasizes the undefined sense of fear in place and refers to a modern, healthy american dwelling
pattern that is at the same time military secure. The periodicity of the work as a sundial represents the eruption of a spirit of radical
character in which the sign, the homeland coding, the three rings and the nets, give life to a visualized mixture of materials, views
and thoughts. Code blue state of emergency captures the Polychrome alert level associated with a particular colour and responds
to the representational languages that could be so-called “in acoustic terms silence and in visual terms invisibility”.
‘Setting up a public space means setting aside a public space as an attempt to place time and understand time.’ ‘In a fast time,

DESCRIPTION

public space – in the form of an actual place with boundaries – is a slowing down process, an attempt to stop time and go back in
Sundial
Edition 1 / 3
Car paint on aluminium board (70 x 100 cm) and three metallic rings with chain
Despoina Damaskou
with Olga Migliaressi-Phoca
GOODFEAR, SPAGHETTO

history and revert to an earlier age.’ The net symbolizes the internet and the virus. The electronic age -- establishes the primacy of
time -- obliterates space and overlaps places. ‘A virtual place puts the place into the field of geography, but a fragment of geography that is cut off from its neighbors, you’re in place but you can’t go from place to place. Virtual space is the equivalent of going
on vacation, except that you never have to leave your own backyard’ with your basketball court; ‘virtual place transports the public
space of the foreign into the private space of the home.’ The shade’s identity as a rocket – a symbol used in GOODFEAR project –
energized by the male sun, travels all the way to the female moon around a field in which each individual second has a place. When
the sun is hiding or fading, the sundial does not mark that particular time. It’s a travelogue from material to spiritual, a fertile and
receptive ground for the seeds of private place, the seeds of a re-defined and re-inhabited privacy that observes silently everyday
from surface happiness to something darker the movements of society. (TEST THE WATERS given title and all references from the
text of Vito Acconci, PUBLIC SPACE IN A PRIVATE TIME, January 1990).

ΒΙΟ

SPAGHETTO sweet new style — is a projectile designed by Despoina Damaskou Architecture Studio — first launched in Venice in May 2019 with a public statement
from its Manifesto the text of Vito Acconci: Public Space in a Private Time, January 1990. SPAGHETTO uses inventive experiments in design taken as a chance to
go into research questions in a depth impossible in real contracts and accommodates works that could serve as models or examples, but in the strict theoretical,
scientific, projected or even feisty sense of these terms, defining the projectile, as something thrown that produces a view or a conclusion. SPAGHETTO TESTS are
based on visual propositions and intentional declarations of what may happen during the course of the projects. This collection of possibilities has embedded the
principles of the prototypes: SPAGHETTO STOREFRONT, SPAGHETTO SOLARIUM, SPAGHETTO SILO, SPAGHETTO BALLROOM and ACOUSMONIUM. Spaghetto’s
collaboration with artists and architects will include architectural projects (some only planned some executed), exhibitions, exhibition designs, stage sets and
multimedia presentations and will apply criteria form to divergent disciplines “improperly” or comparatively to produce an heterogenous representation of others
work. SPAGHETTO has shown works at “Sisterhood” Haus N’ Athens | YES Hotels Group | CONDO UNIT Breeder Athens | CI Contemporary Istanbul Art Fair |
“Same River Twice” New Museum & DESTE Foundation at Benaki Museum Athens. SPAGHETTO includes ongoing projects: EROS, A PRIVATE CLUB IN ATHENS
in collaboration with Katerina Komianou, SPAGHETTO SOLARIUM | BODY BUILDING series in collaboration with Olga Migliaressi-Phoca, SPAGHETTO SILO | I AM
VERTICAL BUT I WOULD RATHER BE HORIZONTAL in collaboration with Lakis and Aris Ionas (The Callas), SPAGHETTO BALLROOM | SAFETY CARDS 1.00 in
collaboration with Daniel Wetzel (Rimini Protokoll), SPAGHETTO SOLARIUM | GOODFEAR in collaboration with Olga Migliaressi-Phoca, SPAGHETTO SOLARIUM.
You Cannot Hide for More Than Seven Years curatorial project includes: Malvina Panagiotidi IT WAS EVENING ALL AFTERNOON | Poka-Yio CAT PEOPLE | Olga
Migliaressi-Phoca LOVES ME LOVES ME NOT. Despoina Damaskou (b. 1981) is an architect, curator with a Diploma in Architecture from the National Technical
University of Athens — lives in Athens practicing in a dynamic “small organization - big project” context.

OLGA MIGLIARESSI-PHOCA (b. 1981) lives and works in Athens. She was awarded her MFA in Photography & Related Media at Parsons, The New School for
Design in New York in 2009. Prior to that she completed her Foundation Studies in Art & Design at Central Saint Martins College of Art & Design and obtained
her BFA in Fashion Photography at the London College of Fashion. She has exhibited her work in solo as well as group shows in art spaces and museums in
Greece and abroad. Selected exhibitions include: Perpetual Endangered Tempo, P.E.T. Projects, Athens | GOODFEAR, in collaboration with Despoina Damaskou,
SPAGHETTO SOLARIUM, hosted by The Breeder, Athens | Sisterhood, curated by Angelo Plessas, Haus N Athen, Athens | TEST THE WATERS, in collaboration
with Despoina Damaskou, Spaghetto Test, SPAGHETTO SOLARIUM, Venice, Italy | Who’s The Fairest Of Them All?, curated by Despoina Damaskou and Angelo
Plessas, SPAGHETTO, Athens with P.E.T. Projects, Athens for Contemporary Istanbul | Condo Unit, SPAGHETTO, Athens, A Collaborative Exhibition by 10
international galleries, organized by The Breeder, Athens | Highlight: Gramercy, curated by Paul Efstathiou and Eleanor Flatow, National Arts Club, New York | It
Looks Like Up To Me, Eleni Koroneou Gallery, Athens | Sin City, Dio Horia Contemporary Art Platform, Mykonos | Loves Me Loves Me Not, You Cannot Hide For
More Than Seven Years Project by Despoina Damaskou Architecture Studio, Athens | The Equilibrists, curated by Gary Carrion-Murayari & Helga Christoffersen
with Massimiliano Gioni, a project organized by the New Museum, New York and the DESTE Foundation, Athens in collaboration with the Benaki Museum | Coco
Nuts, Dio Horia Contemporary Art Platform, Mykonos. In 2019-2020 she was an artist-in-residence at the Fountainhead Residency Program in Miami, Florida.

BIO

Yorgos Papafigos, a cross-media artist from Greece explores
the increasing use of technologies and how these decompose
and hybridise human notion. The artist focuses on the digital
era and how immateriality affects our perception of the real
world through digital content, sound and computer-generated
images. Solid and virtual works seek to portray and explore
emotional crisis and isolation. Yorgos Papafigos (born 1989

Artist:		

Papafigos Yorgos

Title:		
		

A random event in a public space, 2020
Video: 4K, CGI composition, stereo sound

in Larisa, Greece) graduated from the Thessaloniki School
of Fine Arts Faculty of painting and at the Royal College of
Art – Contemporary art Practice - Moving Image in London.
He has presented solo and group exhibitions in galleries
and museums such as The Hysterophimia Pavilion the Greek
Pavilion for The Wrong - Digital Art Biennale (2019- 20);

DESCRIPTION

Gossamer Fog Gallery, London (2019); Kappatos Gallery,

A random event in a public space is a CGI composition and has been made entirely with real-time simulation software. I have been

Athens (2019); WHITECHAPEL GALLERY, London, screening

developing my research further into gaming technology and made me explore in-depth with the ways in which combine the natural

(2019); ARTECITYA - ART SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY FESTIVAL

world with the projection of digital content (image & sound). Yet, the current situation of the pandemic has a great impact on our

(2017); 25th Drawing Show at Boston Centre for the Arts, Mills

daily lives since we are forced to redefine our behaviour as well as habits. My video focuses on the relationship between individ-

Gallery, US (2017); CICA Museum, South Korea (2017); The

uals’ and contemporary life, by giving a feeling of social alienation and the way we perceive the notion of public and private. I am

Right to be Human, Thessaloniki Centre of Contemporary Art-

interested in the interchange of movement and stillness as a comment on the ephemeral, time and death underlying in this way the

Goethe institute (2017); The Wrong - New Digital Art Biennial

feelings we are witnessing nowadays such as the uncertainty and the isolation from each other.

(2017); Error in calculation, Cyber Art Space (cyberartspace.
net), (2015); State Museum of Contemporary Art Thessaloniki
(2015). Lives and works in Athens.

ΒΙΟ

Hara Piperidou is a Greek multidisciplinary visual artist, whose main means are painting, drawing and sculpture. Her visual art raises issues, which on the one
hand, concern human relations and on the other, related to sociopolitical. She resorts to philosophical-political concepts (such as mechanisms of power, control,
violence, pain, pleasure, sex, transgression) that explicitly or implicitly organize her works.
The human body is the guiding thread of all her work, since all forms of exercise of power (identity, gender, language) are inscribed on it, but also because it is
the locus, where the forces of resistance and re-subjectification are produced.
She also, focuses on the correlation of space and body, image and sound, empty and complete, absence and presence; she embraces an expanded visualacoustic vocabulary, which aims at inscribing events defined by the natural pulse, the flow of life, the escape lines from the visual forms of painting and the linear
trajectories of speech.
Overall, she works for the general release of symbolic forces that concern our social body and aims to produce new forms of physicality and coexistence.
In a poetic light, attempts to create images that activate the senses, as well as the mental function.

Artist:		

Piperidou Hara

Title:		
		
		

“Gradations of Vocals”
from the series “Objection to Dictation”, diptych,
pencil on fine art paper, 22 x 34 cm (each one), 2018

DESCRIPTION

She graduated with honors from the MFA program of the Athens School of Fine Arts, where she mainly studied Theory, Art Criticism and Philosophy of Art

In the context of a reflection that mainly bears on contradictory – conflicting concepts, I research forms of captivity and liberation.

(2009-2011) and with first-class honors (Oath Speech) from the School of Fine Arts (Department of Painting) of Aristotle University, where she studied painting
and sculpture (2003-2008). She has attended seminars of Philosophy (Panteion University, Royal College of Art, New York University, University Paris 8). She
also studied Interior Design (CITH 2000-2003) and Economics (AUEB 1996-2000). She has had solo’s shows and has participated in Biennales, workshops and

The fruition - blossoming implies effortless growth of a plant. In a broader sense, it could be construed as a free, unimpeded movement involving randomness; as an unrestricted action, as a sign of inner freedom. Eucalyptus gradually reveals its “skin”, its innards
and blossoms out unbound, outwards. The hull opens up and buds leap out; it is a formation of mental speech; a gesture that
emerges without impediments and sets against structures of immutability and phimosis. Closure and openness, concealment and
revelation bring out as both forms of nature and art.

numerous group exhibitions at museums, galleries and institutes [Immersive gallery (Brooklyn), National Gallery of Arts (Tirana, Albania), Varna Library (Varna,
Bulgaria), SMCA , CACT, MMCA, Knoll Gallery (Vienna, Austria), House of Cyprus (Athens), HAU (Athens), Museum of Contemporary Art (Crete), Athens Concert
Hall (Athens), Museum Chatzimichali (Athens), Zappeion Megaron (Athens) etc], in Greece, Europe and the United States (New York, London, Vienna, Berlin,
Tirana, Varna, Denizli). She has presented her last solo show at Thames Side Studios (London, 2016). She was awarded the first Prize in Painting (2008) from
the Institution Konstantinos Andreou in Athens, as well as with distinctions from the State Scholarship Foundation of Greece. She worked as studio assistant
and visiting speaker in Athens School of Fine Arts. She has given lectures related to the Human Body and the Biopolitics (ASFA, R.C.A. , I.C.A. , N.Y.U.). She also
presents the seminar “Skin - In And Between Two Worlds” [(2017-2020), “Body in Contemporary Art” (2014-2017)] at the Benaki Museum (Pireos st. building).
She curated the “Birth of Coexistence” at the Hellenic American Union in Athens (2016). She has taught theory of Art and Form Drawing: Human Anatomy at the
Mod’ Art International (2015-2019). Some of her works are included in private and public collections. She lives and works in Athens and London.

Artist:		

Salpistis Vassilis

Title:		

Back to back: Chair Stuck in the Door of my Studio against Hopper’s Sun in an Empty Room.

BIO

Vassilis Salpistis was born in Thessaloniki, Greece, and lives and works in Paris since the late 90’s. He is represented in Athens by Kappatos gallery and exhibits
his work in France and abroad. His artistic practice has as a departure point an idiosyncratic approach to painting, which claims a large formal and technical
diversity, as well as an acute attachment to art history and theory. His work unfolds outside the strict framework of this medium, to favor the integration of other
practices such as film, collage and print, in an ever-wider perspective of the question of the image. In later years his practice has also opened up to writing, par-

DESCRIPTION

ticularly through the experimentation of different live formats such as film-performance hybrids and spoken word paintings.

back to back: Chair Stuck in the Door of my Studio against Hopper’s Sun in an Empty Room, (interdependent speculations, surface
as limit as space as screen as partition), acrylics and color pencils on folded postcard, 10,5 x 15 cm 2020.

Artist:		

Sklavenitis Panos

Title:		

Donkey Dream, Video, dur: 4:07, 2020

DESCRIPTION

The donkey of Sancho Panza speaks, who has no name of his own: I dream of a big animal, which does not yet exist. Let’s say,

BIO

Panos Sklavenitis was born and brought up in Ulysses’ island, Ithaka. That’s why he knows the Greek sun and the Greek sea very well. When he was little he

something along the lines of a horse - Komodo dragon hybrid. Its figure is more equine, but with a thicker torso, shorter legs, a
short neck and a bigger head. Its snout resembles the Komodo’s and so do its teeth. It creeps forward slowly, slower than a horse,
but then darts ahead suddenly, like a lizard. Its skin is thin and rough like a toad’s but phosphorous green, iridescent, with little
black spots. He lives freely in a swamp.On the horizon, behind him, a wildfire spreads. Donkey’s dream was created in November
2020, during the second lockdown in Athens.

attended PIKPA primary school, known, amongst others, for offering education to kids with special needs. Until very recently Sklavenitis didn’t know that PIKPA was such an institution. As the artists of the Russian avant-garde Sklavenitis served for many years the applied arts as a graphic designer, until he decided
that fine arts is also ok. He is interested in masquerade, satire, overidentification and performative methods. He is closely collaborating with anthropologists and
archeologists in order to study how subjects operate in the culture industry and other civilized subjects. Sklavenitis is an experienced teacher, as for many years
now makes his living as a drawing teacher. He frequently uses his students in his projects.

Spyrou Efi

Title:		

Bed-line, 2010, HD video animation (in loop)

DESCRIPTION

“…Bed-line of Efi Spyrou brings us into a dystopian, institutionalised setting inhabited by awakened objects. Two dozen metallic
camp beds lined up in a remote perspective space come to life and start a repetitive motion, which accelerates until the sound be-

BIO

Artist:		

Efi’s work talks about the progressive movement from the particularity of personal narrative to the universality of collective memory. Employing the means of
sculpture, drawing, video and photo-performance her artistic practice deals with a concurrently sensitive and caustic sociopolitical commentary. Concepts of

comes deafening. This is a coup d’état by the objects, which take over the field where their users have become inactive. Sick, way-

presence and absence, visibility and invisibility, mobility and stasis are brought together under a single artistic research that re-addresses the threshold between

farers or inmates, the users are absent. Without knowing whether the users have recovered, left or eliminated, we can assume that

the private and the public sphere, cultural representation and the contemporary anxieties of our society. Her artwork has been featured in numerous exhibitions

the cots won the contest and are now left to celebrate their victory. Like rewarded executives – accountable to another system –

in Greece, Cyprus, UK and Germany and is part of private collections worldwide completing recently her open air solo show “MY FINEST FABULOUS AND AMAZ-

the beds become a metonymy of dominance. They parade noisily and uncontrollably, choreographing the microphysics of power in

ING MATH BOOK” in the center of Athens. Efi is the recipient of new artists award for the “175th Anniversary of National Bank of Greece” 2017.She has a long

a boisterous crescendo of disorder. In the institutional setting of Bed-line the absurd reigns triumphant, without semblances of con-

experience in Fashion Industry and media (Catwalks@ Christian Dior, Versace, Moschino/ Video Clip @Music Video with Whitney Houston and George Michael,

sent. Spyrou reproduces an illusory non-place that resembles a surveillance theme park. Non descriptive and resisting any explana-

“If I told you that” March 2000, US and was goodwill ambassador in campaigns of public interest -“Variety and Healthy Life”- Campaign Against Eating Disorders

tory details, she cryptically presents the paradox as a fact and employs the folding bed as the humble symbol of human lying-down:

2009, “Fashion Targets Breast Cancer” 2002-2005, Against Women Trafficking 2007-2008, UNHCR-the UN refugee Agency 2008) in Europe and US. Among her

not of sleep, not of lovemaking but perhaps of physical pain, of decay and loss, of the dream that turned into a nightmare…”

collaborations is POP magazine/London and designer Antonio Marras/Kenzo, in a sculptural story based on her project “Swings”, NOMAS magazine (Issue Paris)

Text by Evangelia Ledaki

in a feature story dedicated to Arthur Rimbaud, Wallpaper*magazine London. She is the initiator of RUNONART, an artist non-profit initiative based in Athens,
Greece for the promotion of local art communities through innovative mediums. www.efispyrou.com

BIO

George Stamatakis was born in Heraklion, Crete, in 1979 and graduated from the Painting
department of Athens School of Fine Arts in 2019. During his art studies he participated in the
international exchange program at Tokyo University of the Arts, with a scholarship by Jasso
Organization. Stamatakis held his first solo exhibition at the “Simeio” theatre in 2015. Since

Stamatakis George

then, he has taken part in the 8th and 9th Biennale of the Fine Art Schools in Greece, at the

Title:		

Until they found me

young artist. He has participated in various group exhibitions, such as : “ART Virus” Gyeong-

		

Oil on Canvas, 60 x 45 cm, 2020				

min Museum of Contemporary Art (Uijeongbu, S. Korea), “Aura” at the Yeni Tzami museum

Artist:		

State Museum of Contemporary Art and Nikos Kessanlis Exhibition Hall, he was a member of
the Elective Affinities educational program of “Documenta 14”, where he also took part as a

(Greece), Words that transform, vibrate and glow – Charles Smith Gallery (UK), Coffins of

DESCRIPTION

Black, Coffins of Luck – Ileana Tounta Contemporary Art Center (Athens), “Dialogues : Be-

With the focus on color in the painting ‚Until they found me‘, George Stamatakis features a pale square in a dark space, it appears

tween tangible and intangible” (France), Curved Arrows – Kunstraum Am Schauplatz (Austria),

to be a frame of a window where the beholder gets a feeling staying inside a black room while staring out to a somber landscape

The Storytelling – TUYAP (Turkey), “Integral II” – Ileana Tounta Contemporary Art Center

unable to see a way out. The painting doesn’t only visualize acoustic and visual silence but also physical confinement and mental

(Greece), “Rebetika” at the Tsitsanis Museum (Greece) and many more. Αt the end of 2019

anxiety many people get during isolation. A situation in which silence forces individuals to be aware of how important freedom

he held a solo show at Gallery K (GINZA), Japan. Stamatakis also has a degree of Economics

Federico Brauer, Curator.

(Marketing) from the University of West Attica and a degree in Journalism and Media. Since
2016 he has represented the ASFA at AUEB’s (Athens University of Business & Economics)
“Art and Education” educational program as a researcher. In 2020, Stamatakis’ project “The
color of phenomenon” was awarded by the Arts Council Tokyo, Tokyo Metropolitan Foundation of History and Culture, in order to be presented at The Sumida Hokusai Museum for
Tokyo Tokyo Festival (TTF).

Artist:		
Title:		

Stathacos Chrysanne

2020 Form is emptiness emptiness is form

Anne de Cybelle was reciting the “Heart Sutra” while in lockdown due to the COVID-19 virus.
It seemed appropriate to reflect on this sutra in the silence of her home – her situation – of being in retreat alone during this
most recent pandemic. She knew that the “Heart Sutra” was one of the most recited sutras in all the schools of Buddhism. On
first reading one thinks – this is crazy – but as she repeated it more often – the words entered her heart and mind in unison.
An understanding beyond language started like a seed – which would take years to grow.
One of her favorite passages pushed her to commit to understand that which cannot always be realized.
“So, in emptiness, there is no body,

She mused on this as she recited again the last passage

no feeling, no thought,

This is truth that cannot be doubted.

no will, no consciousness.

Say it so:

There are no eyes, no ears,

Gaté,

natural environment, eastern spirituality, and Tibetan

no nose, no tongue,

gaté,

Buddhism. Stathacos has exhibited for over 40 years in

no body, no mind.

paragaté,

museums, galleries and public spaces internationally.

There is no seeing, no hearing,

parasamgaté.

She has had numerous solo exhibitions including Gold

no smelling, no tasting,

Bodhi!

Rush at Cooper Cole, Toronto (2018-19) and Pythia, The

no touching, no imagining.

Svaha!

Breeder, Athens, Greece (2017). Her recent installations

There is nothing seen, nor heard,

***Note***

have been featured in AA Bronson’s Garten der Lüste,

nor smelled, nor tasted,

Gone,

KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin (2018) and

nor touched, nor imagined

gone,

The Sculpture Park, Madhavendra Palace, Jaipur, India,

After her meditation – Anne started to envision what the world

gone over,

(2018-2020). Stathacos will participate in the 13th

would be like after COVID-19 . Would we return to our past life –

gone fully over.

Gwangju Biennale, “Minds Rising, Spirits Tuning”, South

or would we have a better understanding of nature – confinement

Awakened!

Korea in 2021.

– and interdependence. What will we have learned?

So be it!”

ΒΙΟ

DESCRIPTION

		oil and object ( mati and bronze ear) on wooden panel - 24 inches by 18 inches, Toronto, November 2020

Chrysanne Stathacos is a multidisciplinary artist of
Greek, American, and Canadian heritage. Her work is
heavily influenced by feminism, Greek mythology, the

Susin Juli

Title:		

“Les Mutants du Brouillard” - Film

BIO

Juli Susin (B. Moscow) was educated at Ecole Nationale Superieure des Beaux Arts de Paris (National Superior School of Fine Arts in Paris) (1986-1991). His work

DESCRIPTION

Artist:		

questions the situation of the human being in an unstable ecosystem, dominated by the unacknowledgement of technical productions, the contingencies of emigration, the permeability between the psychic and physical worlds. After leaving Moscow, Juli Susin moved to Berlin and then to Paris and Montreuil. Since the
late eighties he has initiated a network of collaborations with artist friends, who were later brought together in 2011 under the name of Royal Book Lodge. Since
2005, Juli Susin has been working between Montreuil (Paris), Albisola (Northern Italy) in the ceramic workshop founded by Ivos Pacetti, and Asuncion, (Paraguay).
The film “Les Mutants du Brouillard” (“The Fog Mutants”), takes its title from a science fiction novel by Strougatsky brothers which takes place in a nameless
city, in an indefinite country, where the rain never ceases, and where the people suffer from a strange indefinable disease, and the children become superhuman
geniuses scorning the corrupted human world. The film records intermediate states of the mutating monsters from a childlike and prophetic point of view. The 3
drawings belong to a series of drawings created during confinement in Paris (Montreuil) between March and the end of June.

Drawing: Mon Programme C’est Toi

Film: “Les Mutants du Brouillard” (The Fog
Mutants), videos, shot in stop motion in Studio
Ernan, in Albisola, Italy, 2009. (Technical assistant: Marketa Michalkova)

Artist:		

Panos Tsagaris

Title:		

Life In A Prison

DESCRIPTION

Let’s put the line back in context. The most obvious detail is that Socrates speaks it whilst he himself is in a prison.Consider the

‘soma sema’. You could say that the comment about the soul’s embodiment is itself embodied. It’s those commentators who nowa-

scene. The year is 399 BC. A few weeks before, Socrates had been tried by an Athenian jury, and found guilty. Now, he’s locked in

days abstract the phrase and float it around in disembodied space who are the body-deniers. They reveal themselves as the sort of

a cell. It’s his final day, as shortly he must drink the hemlock that will kill him. His friends have gathered to give him company and

modern philosophers who seek outputs from the human mind treated as a thinking device. It’s philosophy driven by uprooted logic,

support. Some are tearful; others are losing faith. Remembering all this gives the phrase a specific resonance, inviting contempla-

not felt liveliness: by neat formulas, not suggestive feelings. So if you’ve heard that Plato despised the body, forget it. You’ve been

tion. Plato is taking a Greek pun, ‘soma sema’ – ‘body equals tomb’ – and pressing it. What’s key, Socrates aims to show his friends,

done a disservice. If you’d not heard that before, hold onto your innocence. You’re in a much better place to understand Plato.

is having an appropriate relationship to your body. Put it like this, as Plato does in the Republic: do the boundaries of your body
share the boundaries of your spirit? Socrates had long been fascinated with how the body’s beauty relates to the soaring capacities

In certain respects our times are not unlike Plato’s when it comes to the body. The Athenians loved the body beautiful via the bal-

of the mind and soul. To deploy a metaphor Plato uses in the Symposium: how might the body’s glint of bronze awaken you to the

ance and poise of the sculptured athlete. As then, so now, it’s easy to become entranced by lithe bodies and muscular displays,

gleam of gold of the soul? On the last day of his life, Socrates is encouraging his followers to sense how the transcendence they’ve

glistening oils and envious glances. But in our lives we don’t just have gyms, but also the promise of genetic engineering and nano-

glimpsed with him in embodied life is but a foretaste of the vision to come. He is forcing them to consider that death might, in a

technology. They’re focused on the body as if to surpass its foibles and flaws. There is an upside, of course: medical interventions.

sense, be good: the fulfillment of embodied life, not its end.

But alongside that we run the tremendous risk of losing sight of what the body is an expression of – that illuminates it and makes
life life – namely, what we call the soul, that is, the nature of a person. I think that’s why biomedical advances, whilst astonishing,

The phrase “The body is the prison of the soul” also echoes one of Plato’s best-known allegories, that of the Cave, in which Plato
imagines humans as helpless prisoners, chained by the small-mindedness that confines us. But on the last day of his life, Socrates is
no helpless prisoner, in spite of how it looked to the Athenians. As a genius author, Plato was playing with the possible meanings of

simultaneously frighten us. There’s a sense of something crucial at stake in their deployment.

BIO

Panos Tsagaris (b. 1979, Athens, Greece), lives and works in New York. Tsagaris received his BFA from the Emily Carr Institute of Art & Design in Vancouver, Canada. Recent solo shows: “Let The Sun Protest”, Marie-Laure Fleisch Gallery, Rome (2016); “TIME”, Kalfayan Galleries, Athens (2016); “Studies in Symbology”, 68
Projects, Berlin (2016); “APOCATASTASIS”, Stems Gallery, Brussels (2016). Recent group shows include: “Tomorrow’s Dreams”, at Neuer Essener Kunstverein, Essen
(2018); “The Times”, at Flag Art Foundation, New York (2017); “Homeland”, at Kunsthalle Osnabrück, Germany (2017); “Looking for the Clouds”, at Casino-Luxembourg (2017); “BAKER’S DOZEN VI”, at Torrance Art Museum, California (2017);“Looking for the clouds,”MUSA Museum, Vienna (2016); “And Now the Good News,
Works from the Annette and Peter Nobel Collection”, MASI Museum, Lugano, (2016); “Unstable Fields” , Benaki Museum, Athens, (2016); “Language of the Birds:
Occult and Art”, New York University’s 80WSE Gallery, New York (2016); 4th International Canakkale Biennale (2014); “No Country For Young Men. Contemporary
Greek Art in Times of Crisis,” Bozar, Brussels (2014); 4th Thessaloniki Biennale of Contemporary Art (2013).

BIO

Tsivopoulos is an interdisciplinary artist and filmmaker who has exhibited extensively in art institutions
and film festivals worldwide. In 2013 he represented
Greece at the 55th Venice Biennial with the multimedia

Artist:		

Stefanos Tsivopoulos

Title:		
		

The Walkout
Video (forthcoming commission Greece in USA)

installation History Zero. He has also exhibited in documenta 14, Kassel, Germany, in 2017; the 2nd Beijing
Biennial, in 2014; and Manifesta 8, Murcia, Spain, in
2010. Tsivopoulos has participated in several renowned
international residencies including the Rijksakademie
van Beeldende kunsten Amsterdam, IASPIS Stockholm,

DESCRIPTION

Platform Garanti Istanbul, and ISCP New York City. His

For Tsivopoulos the idea of prison takes multiple interpretations, as per the aspect of correction, discipline, and punishment. Which

numerous awards include the Mondriaan Foundation

defines all major institutions that we encounter in our lives. From childhood as we enter education and school, to later higher ed-

Production Award, the Onassis Cultural Foundation

ucation, in many cases religion, the army, financial institutions etc. The artist is interested in this aspect of correctional facilitation,

New York Commission, the Prins Bernhard Cultuur-

through different forms of punishment. His forthcoming video production is inspired by a real event that took place in New York in

fonds Award, and the Greek Ministry of Culture Venice

2018, in one of the most prestigious private schools in New York, the Friend’s Seminary. What makes this school exceptional is that

Biennale Commission. Tsivopoulos’s work has appeared

it’s defined by the principles of Quackerism. One of the longest-serving teachers of the school Ben Frisch, teaching geometry lifted

recently in solo exhibitions at the MuCEM, Museum of

his arm to a certain angle similar to the angle that Nazi Germans saluted Hitler. Unfortunately, he said “Heil Hitler” to try to make a

Civilizations of Europe and the Mediterranean, Mar-

joke, and as you understand that steered a furor in the school. The father of the teacher was an Austrian Jew survivor of the Holo-

seille; Staatsgalerie Stuttgart; Cycladic Museum of Art,

caust. That, of course, didn’t matter for the principal, who eventually fired him. However, the 16 and 17-year-old kids students revolt-

Athens; Stella Art Foundation, Moscow; and ISCP, New

ed against the principal’s decision. They knew he was joking, they knew the teacher and thought it’s a shame to be fired for such

York among others. International group exhibitions

a misunderstanding. The principal refused and the students walked out of class and made a noise. So much so that the New York

include Tate Modern, London; MACBA, Barcelona;

Times published an article about the incident. These teenagers decided not to remain silent.

MUKHA, Antwerp; Kunsthaus, Zurich; Bundeskunsthalle
Bonn; Haus Der Culturen Der Welt, Berlin; SALT, Istanbul; BAK Basis voor Aktuele Kunst, Utrecht; LEEUM,
Samsung Museum of Art, Seoul; and the Centre Pompidou Paris, among others.

BIO

Dr Mischa Twitchin FHEA teaches courses on Polish
Theatre, the legacies of Artaud, East European theatres, an under-graduate workshop on “touch”, and
a post-graduate workshop, “Thinking Theatre.” His
book, “The Theatre of Death – the Uncanny in Mimesis:
Tadeusz Kantor, Aby Warburg and an Iconology of the
Actor” is published by Palgrave Macmillan in their Performance Philosophy series; and examples of his own

Artist:		

Twitchin Mischa

Title:		

“Perspective(s)”

performance- and essay-films can be seen on Vimeo.
Besides this academic and artistic work, Mischa is a
founder-member of the performance collective Shunt,
and has also worked as a freelance lighting designer (at

DESCRIPTION

the Young Vic, the Barbican Pit, and the Royal Court,

Familiarity, which in the last analysis is bound up with cultural belonging, cannot be a criterion of what is relevant. (Carlo Ginzburg)
In the genealogy of “a point of view”, one might consider a curious instance of translation, offered by the King James Bible, in
which Jesus alludes to the single eye: “The light of thy body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be single, thy whole body shall be full
of light.” (Matt. 6:22-23) Also, when we use a camera, we invariably use only one eye – squinting into the viewfinder, with the other eye closed. And in perspective, its artifice constructs an abstraction from binocular vision. The embodied condition of seeing is
here refigured – as a metaphor of and for understanding – through relations between magic and technology, religion and art. This
“between” presents an interval of and for reflection on itself, through a cultural “right to silence” that seems almost anachronistic
today. What becomes of perspective when it is pluralised – when an interval occurs between a perspective and itself? This film
proposes its own question of reading in the intervals between distance and proximity, background and foreground, the retinal and
the conceptual (to cite Duchamp), stillness and movement, repetition and difference, and between the literal and the metaphorical.
Where the question of the image is that of its own example, what might one make of the film’s suggested relations between image
and word, dialogue and silence, naivety and irony?

amongst other places). He has taught at various institutions, including Central School of Speech and Drama,
the University of Kent, and Queen Mary, University of
London, where he did his PhD and also held a British
Academy Post-Doctoral Fellowship (2014-17). Twitchin,
Mischa. 2016. The Theatre of Death - the Uncanny in
Mimesis: Tadeusz Kantor, Aby Warburg, and an Iconology of the Actor, London: Palgrave Macmillan.

Artist:		

Venieri Lydia

Title:		

Hibernation

DESCRIPTION

A Horror Videonovella of Prophetic Dimensions was produced in response to the events of 9/11. This event inaugurated a new era of
fear, and humanity became imprisoned by globalization through the media, the “emergencies,” and other conspirators.
The story takes place in a sculpture installation created by Lydia Venieri. The music is improvised from children’s toys, and the
voices are generated with a computer synthesizer. Yuri, a mad scientist, attempts to awaken the human conscience. He imagines a
Sleeping Beauty Conscience imprisoned at the deepest level of Universal Sleep. He decides to force people into deep hibernation
and then steal their dreams. He cultivates mythological beings: Humans crossbred with everlasting plants. His dream compressor
brings dreams from the immaterial world into our dimension. In Yuri’s Paradise, the little boy and the little girl are captives. Esmet,
his Caucasian assistant, wanders around, and Maria Callas sometimes appears through the dream compressor. Yuri is a contemporary anti-hero: His puritanical ideas spring from the fear of degeneration. As in an ancient tragedy, the heroes address the public.
Speaking their thoughts and developing the philosophy of their acts. While they awaiting The End, the King Monkey appears, announcing that Yuri has been awarded the Nobel Prize for Peace. Like in a modern Commedia dell’Arte, the End is postponed. In the
epilogue, Yuri develops his theory that fire is not an element.

King of the Prisons 2001 pigment of Satin 68 x 52 inches

BIO

Lydia Venieri, born in Athens, is a multi-media artist whose work
ranges from sculpture to installations incorporating painting, photography, video, the Internet and even the iPhone. Her work is inspired by everyday mythology and symbolism and is presented in
units with titles such as Platonic Big Bang, Telluric Manifesto, Anima
Mundis, Planet Exodus, The Last Conflict. “I create universes and
landscapes where I project stories, conspiracy theories related to the
media and mythological legends.”
In 2000 she was awarded the Academie Francaise Medal for Sculpture. She studied at Ecole Nationale Superieure des Beaux-Arts, in
Paris. Her work has been featured in numerous solo and group exhibitions worldwide including the George Pompidou Center, Manifesta
Rotterdam, Circulo de Bellas Artes Madrid, Gallery Asbaek Copenhagen, Cultural Centre of Stockholm, National Gallery of Greece, Athens
Olympics 2004, Ancien Musee Archeologique Municipalite de Thessalonique, Centre for Contemporary Art in Dordrecht Netherlands, New
York Public Library, and Art in General. Since 1997 Venieri has been
based in New York where she has created her trilogy: Hibernation,
Forever After and The Dolphin Conspiracy a sculpture installation
and video series. Her photo series, War Games and See No Evil have
toured in the US, Europe, and Asia. Venieri is often commissioned to
create set designs for theaters in the US and Europe. She is represented by Stux Gallery in New York and Gallery Terra Tokyo, Gallery Vanessa Quang in Paris, and Gallery Isabel Aninat in South America. In 2013
Venieri created the Mykonos Biennale that has exhibited the works of
over two hundred artists and one and fifty movies on the islands of
Mykonos and Delos. For the last ten years, Venieri has been working

Still waiting 2001 pigment of satin 52 x 52 inches

Still from Sleeping Beauty Conscience 2002, 17 minutes

on two projects possessed by the spirit, the life, and the works of
Lord Byron: The Byron Codex and The Byronic Series.

Vlahos Vangelis

Title:		

Objects to relate to a trial (the door), 2020

DESCRIPTION

Objects to relate to a trial (the door), 2020
The project is about Aggeliki Spyropoulou, a university student sentenced to 28 years in prison for her involvement in a 2015 at-

BIO

Artist:		

Vangelis Vlahos’ (Athens, Greece, 1971) work centers on sociopolitical events of Greece’s recent past in order to revisit and reinterpret them. His archives, texts
and videos build up a network of references and relations, testing the possibility of seeing and understanding different moments from the past outside of the

tempt to blow up part of Korydallos Prison in Athens and free the imprisoned members of the urban guerrilla group Conspiracy of

dominant narratives. Since 2004 he has participated in various exhibitions, among which are Manifesta 5 in San Sebastian and 3rd Berlin Biennale in 2004, Behind

Cells of Fire. The project appropriates a short found video recorded by security cameras in late 2014, showing a 22-year-old Aggeli-

Closed Doors at Dundee Centre for Contemporary Arts in 2005, the 27th São Paulo Biennale in 2006, the 11th Istanbul Biennial, ISLANDS+GHETTOS at NGBK in

ki visiting the offices of a chemical company to purchase a large quantity of nitromethane, a fuel used in motorsports and by model

Berlin and Monument to Transformation in Prague’s City Galley in 2009, To the Arts, Citizens! at the Serralves Museum in Porto in 2010, the 3rd Athens Biennial

hobbyists but can also be combined with other chemicals to make bombs. In the video we see Aggeliki enter the company dis-

and The End of Money at Witte de With, Rotterdam in 2011, Gesture in Kunstverein Stuttgart in 2014, The Fall at Rodeo gallery in Istanbul in 2015, The Triennial

guised and then as she attempts to open the door to leave. This found video was converted into a script, which recreates a detailed

50JPG, CAMÉRA(AUTO)CONTRÔLE at Centre de la photographie in Genève in 2016, The Kids Want Communism (Notes on Division) at Museum of Fine Arts in

outline of the video’s narrative and incorporates technical information such as framing, shot angles and elements related to space

Tel Aviv, Antidoron - the collection of the National Museum of Contemporary Art of Athens (as part of Documenta 14) at the Fridericianum Museum in Kassel

and sound. The text that came out of this process becomes the central element of a new video running vertically over a still image

in 2017, The Trials of Justice at La Colonie in Paris, When the Present is History at Depo in Istanbul and the 7th Thessaloniki Biennale in Thessaloniki in 2019. His

of a close-up of Aggeliki’s head, as she appears disguised on the photo of a fake ID found by the police. The young woman’s facial

projects are in private and public collections including the Tate Modern in London, the Magasin III Museum & Foundation for Contemporary Art in Stockholm,

features appear in fragments and intermittently as the sentences roll on the screen.

Sweden, the National Museum of Contemporary Art in Athens, Greece and the Teixeira de Freitas Collection in Lisbon, Portugal.

Artist:		

Volanakis Adonis

Title:		

Dialogue of the dogs

DESCRIPTION

Video performance 5’ in loop, in collaboration with Eleni Filippachi (historian of philosophy), 2008
This video performance was created in the context of the interdisciplinary and collaborative platform founded by Adonis Volanakis
Blind Dates. It is an allegory inspired by Cervantes’s story The Dialogue of the Dogs, a multi-layered literary text ladden with philosophical questions: can we rely on how things appear to be? Can we, in turn, rely on reason and rational discourse? What is the
foundation of our moral distinctions between good and evil, “hunter” and “prey”? Relying on the topology of animal masks, the
work raises issues of personal, social and political identity, but also calls on us to rethink the human/animal boundary and the limits
of our presumed humanism.
Miguel Cervantes first published in 1613 the dialogue of the dogs:
… and so, one day, having seen myself punished unjustly, and seeing that my care, nimbleness and bravery were of no use in catching the wolf, I resolved to change my tactics and not charge off in search of him, as was my custom, far from the flock, but to remain close to the flock, but to remain close to the flock, for since the wolf always came there, it would be the likeliest place to catch
him. Every week the alarm was raised for us, and no more than the flock could be guarded against. I crouched down behind a bush,
my fellow dogs rushed past and onward, and from there I kept watch, and saw two shepherds seizing one of the best lambs of the
fold and kill it, in a way that made it truly look like the wolf had been its executioner. I was astounded, and I was equally amazed
to see that the shepherds were the wolves and that those who were attacking it. They immediately informed the owner about the
attack of the wolf, and gave him the skin and some of the fresh, keeping the biggest and best bits for themselves to eat. The master admonished them once again, and once again the dogs were punished. There were no wolves, the flock was decreasing in size,
I so wanted to tell all, but I could not speak. All this filled me with wonder and grief. “God help me”, I said to myself. “Who can put a
stop to this wickedness? “Who has the strength to reveal that the defenders attack, that the sentries sleep, that those you trust rob
you and that those who guard you kill you?”

BIO

Adonis Volanakis (b. 1976, Athens) studied at University of Arts London, Wimbledon College of Art/ BA (Hons), Central Saint Martins College of Art & Design and
Aalto University/ MA, and Athens University/ PhD. His practice is a collaborative amalgam of human relationships and aesthetics, poetry and politics, visual and
performing arts. In 2006 he founded and facilitated blinddate12, a togethering collaborative platform, with visual artists, performers, poets, philosophers and
newcomer artists from the Middle East. Adonis creates performances and installations, curates exhibitions, as well as he designs and/or directs dance, theatre
and opera in: USA (Anya and Andrew Shiva Gallery, Dixon’s Place, Kimmel Galleries), in UK (Royal Opera House-Covent Garden, National Theatre), in Switzerland
(Archeological Museum of Basel, Kaskadenkondensator) ; in Georgia (History Museum of Tbilisi, State Silk Museum); in Greece (DOCUMENTA 14, Stavros Niarchos
Foundation Cultural Centre, Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art, State Museum of Contemporary Art, European Cultural Centre of Delphi, Museum of
Contemporary Art of Crete, National Theatre, Greek National Opera, Athens and Epidaurus Festival, Benaki Museum, Onassis Cultural Centre, Cacoyannis Foundation, Athens Biennial) and in France, Canada, Czech Republic, Finland. Adonis has curated and facilitated community public art projects in Greece (Patras, Ithaca,
Heraklion,Piraeus) and Czech Republic. From 2004 until 2012 he has taught at the University of Peloponnese / Nafplio, University of Patras. In 2012-13 he was
a Fulbright Visiting Artist at the Art & Public Policy Department, Tisch School of the Arts, New York University where he taught till 2017 as a Visiting Professor
in MA Arts Politics. In 2012-2014 Adonis researched at the École Nationale Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs in Paris and since 2013 he is a Visual Arts Professor
at the Athens Conservatoire. Foundations that have supported Adonis:Fulbright, Linbury, Onassis, London Institute, Arts and Humanities Research Board/UK,
Vardinogiannis, Leventis, Propondis, Spyropoulos and B&E Goulandris.

Mary Zygouri

Title:		

No 22 Ιmage from my Endophasia*

DESCRIPTION

Photograph; (40x30cm), printed on glossy paper, 2020
The “Endophasia moment ” is a ready-made object that consists of a medical model of human anatomy, monitoring “cardiac

BIO

Artist:		

Mary Zygouri (born in Athens,Greece) is a visual artist with a variety of expressing strategies, such as public performances, video poems, photographs, diagrams,
drawings. Holds a BA from School of Athens and an MFA at Chelsea College of Art and Design, London. In 2017 she was a participating artist at Documenta 14,

region”, with dry pieces of glue at the edges. Surrounded by a fake fur for microphones. The piece draws from the notion of

Athens –Kassel. Her solo show (2018), “The Repetition of the Impossible” at Prometeo Gallery, Milano), She has performed and exhibited at numerous Group shows

endophasia (in psychology) that describes the inner speech (Greek), while the speech is not audible or visible. In that stage, any

with Museums such as GNIAM Rome (IT), Mu.ZEE Ostend( BLG), EMST Athens, MoMus, Thessaloniki and institutions such as the Dutch Art Institute, the Istanbul

imaginary reproduction in the mind, substitute the spoken. The implicit speech has no need of censorship, there is none to judge. In

Foundation for Culture (IKSV), and the Cittadellarte–Fondazione Pistoletto. Her work is part of MAXXI and EMSTcollection.Her work is been featured and reviewed

silence expresses the unseeable, the unsayable.

in several art and academic journals: THIRD TEXT.Vol.33 No 2, Alfabeta 2, Flash Art, La Republica, Le Monte.
www.maryzygouri.art/en

BIO

Bul-Dong Park was born in Ha-dong, Gyeongnam in 1956 and graduated
from the Department of Arts, Hongik University. He has participated in
more than 100 group exhibitions over the past 30 years from 1983 to the
present, and has been active as a member of <Reality and Speech>. Park
has enjoyed both solo and group exhibitions both in Korea and the United
States, but also in Beijing, China and Cuba. He has also participated in
international Biennales such as that of the 2nd Gwangju Special Exhibition

Artist:		

Bul dong Park

Title:		

Marching for our Beloved, 2017, 228×153cm, Pigment print on fine Art Baryta 325g

at the National Museum of Contemporary Art. He has also shown his
work at many prestigious venues including Solaia Plaza, Japan; Keumho
Museum Seoul; Seoul Art Center-Hangaram Museum; Seoul Museum of
Art, Seoul; Seoul Museum, Seoul; Cuba National Museum, Havana; Beijing
National Museum, Beijing; Queens Museum of Art, New York; and the

DESCRIPTION

Gwangju Museum of Art, Gwangju.

Park’s thoughts are direct and unstoppable, ranging from the division of Korean society and class contradictions to social problems.
His work is said to be both original and replica because he chooses a method of cutting out photographic images, organically
connecting them, and taking pictures to print them.
In the political and social realities of the 1980s, the artist, who expressed a sense of people’s consciousness and resistance, and
actively practiced her works, applied a concept different from the ‘field’ that was considered important in people’s art at that time,
where his life, mind and body exist. He considered the place to be the site and captured the lives of the people on canvas. His
works show an effort to record the stories of people who stumbled unfairly, angry, and anonymous in front of history. He says that
while taking a new opportunity for the popularity of Minjung Art in the art market, artists should be able to draw a story with a
solidarity context of Minjung Art. The artist, who has been pursuing a new realism aesthetic for a half a lifetime, breaking away from
purism or formalism, settled in Namyangju in 2004 and is working on ‘painting’, to become free from the past.

DESCRIPTION

Artist:		

Chen Hui & Zeng Han
“The Face of Silence” series of conceptual works are combined oil painting portraits on paper by Chen Hui and archival writings collected by Zeng Han. “A Coronavirus Victim ”and “A Coronavirus Nurse covered by the New York Times crown List of dead Persons
becomes a “silent victim”; The faces of Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg and the White House Press Secretary, inscribed with the
“ Executive Order on Preventing Online Censorship,” explore the political complexities of free speech. As the most basic medium
of human expression, words and paintings, however, tend to produce huge ambiguity and misinterpretation when they are mixed
together. In particular, they are bogged down in confusion and aphasia at present. Lies and truth become more and more indistinguishable, and people can only respond to them with silence.

Chen Hui+Zeng Han-A Coronavirus Nurse
04/2020 45x38cm oil on paper

Chen Hui+Zeng Han-White House Press Secretary
08/2020 61x45.8cm oil on paper
Chen Hui+Zeng Han-A Coronavirus Victim
02/2020 45x38cm oil on paper

BIO

Both Born in China 1974.
Chen Hui: 1996,Graduated from The Central Academy Of Drama; 2009 Graduated from Graduate School Of China Art Academy, Master Degree. As teacher of
Communication University Of China now. Solo Exhibitions: 2016, “Face”,Hui Space, Beijing, China; 2011, “Reduce Internal Fire”, Urs Meile Gallery, Lucern, Switzerland ; 2009, “Creamy Strawberry”, Galerie URS MEILE, China; 2007, “Whatever”, Courtyard Gallery, Beijing, China. Selected Group Exhibitions: 2018, “The earth
dimension”, CAFA Museum,China; 2017 ,“Portrait Now! 2017”, Nominated by the Jury of the Portrait Competition—Brewer J.C.Jacobsen’s Portrait Award,The Museum of National History,Denmark; 2016 ,“Fire Within: A New Generation of Chinese Women Artists”，ELI AND EDYTHE BROAD ART MUSEUM,MICHIGAN STATE
UNIVERSITY, U.S.A. Etc.
Zeng Han: 2009 Photo Global, Artist residency program, School of Visaul Arts, New York, U.S.A. 2001-2008 as Director of photography at City Pictorial. As a freelance artist and independent curator now. He has been exhibiting internationally at photo festival and Biennial l in China U.S.A France Germany Australia etc since
2000, and his works are collected widely includes Shanghai Art Museum, Shanghai; the Art Gallery of Ontario, Toronto; M+ Art Museum,Hongkong and many
others. As a curator, He had curated Guangzhou Image Triennial 2017, Singapore International Photo Festival 2012, etc. He had got some awards, include: The Best
curator Award of The 2011 3rd Dali International Photography Festival; Top 20 Chinese New Contemporary Photographer Award in 2011 The Best Young Chinese
Photographer of 2006 Award; 2005, The Best curator Award of The 1st Lianzhou International Photography Festival in 2005.

Chen Hui+Zeng Han-The Face of Facebook
06/2020 51x40.5cm oil on paper

Artist:		

Chin Chih Yang

BIO

Title:		
“Pleading The Fifth”
		/https://vimeo.com/479594676

Multidisciplinary artist Chin Chih Yang was born in Taiwan and has resided for many years in New York City. He holds degrees from Pratt Institute and Parsons
School of Design. Yang strives to reach new audiences and hopes to share his work with people who do not ordinarily encounter art in institutional settings.
Yang’s interests in ecology, politics, social justice, and constructed environments have inspired interactive performances, installations, and exhibitions in the United States, Poland, Finland, England, Germany, Taiwan, Singapore, and Hong Kong. Yang’s works build awareness of the effects of contemporary technology and

DESCRIPTION

show compassion for all humanity.

Confusion, chaos and a tangle of procedures often confront citizens who are accused of wrongdoing in court and otherwise. My art
piece is a stop-and-go collage of noise and silence, offering a glimpse into a world of choice and self preservation.

BIO

Chonggon Byun was born in Daegu, South Korea in 1948 and
he lives and works in New York City. He received his BFA from
Chung-ang University in Seoul in 1974, and his MFA from Keimyung University in Daegu in 1977. From 1981-84 he studied at the
Arts Student League in New York City. Among his selected solo

Artist:		

Chong Gon Byun

Title:		
Relative Humidity, Mixed Media
		21x12.7x4.7,2007_ 53.4x32.5x12cm

shows are the ones at Young eun Museum of Contemporary Art,
Gwangju; Gwangju Museum of Art, Gwangju; New York City Technical College, and Hudson River Gallery, N.Y.; Riverdale Gallery,
N.Y; Haenah Kent Gallery, and Forum Gallery, N.Y; Gallery Shinsegae, Seoul; National Museum of Art, Seoul; Gwangju Biennale
2010; Hammond Museum, N.Y.; Seoul Arts Center, Seoul; The Elga

DESCRIPTION

Wimmer and Nabi Galleries in N.Y.. Byun has also taken part in

Artist Statement: When I was growing up in Korea, I always noticed a family portrait adorned by an antique frame, placed at the
center with care, where it can be shown with dignity. Those tarnished and yellowing photographs would reveal the family’s past,
leading in the present and even the future. This image became embedded in my mind. And while pursuing my artistic activity in
New York City for the past 23 years, the memory of this same image became the driving force for my creative outlet. Throughout
the 5,000 years of history, we Koreans placed much emphasis on living in harmony with nature, and paying respect to the parents
and elders. Whether the items were antique or new, it was customary for the previous generation to hand over those ancestral
objects to the next generation, as a ritual. The objects that were used and are no longer useful, still has its unique history and invaluable story to tell. And through the passage of time this particular object went through, it has social, cultural, political and religious significance- that might or might not be historically correct in reflecting the true past. Pinpointing this aspect has become the
motto of my work. My main work consists of painting and assemblage of discarded objects, cast away from our industrial consumer
society; as I formulate it into a sculpture or a panel, to rearrange and reconnect these found objects, to give it a new meaning and
rejuvenate its life. Therefore, the clash between post-industrial civilization, and the present capitalist culture, becomes my main
theme and cause for concern; as I also ponder about the role of religion and how it affects our everyday existence, to find the ultimate meaning of life.

many international art fairs and fairs such as the Tokyo Art Expo,
the Daegu and the Busan Art Fairs and is the recipient of a grandprix award from Dong-a Art, at the Seoul Arts Center. His works
have been collected by such important museums as The Albany
Museum of Art, Georgia; Indianapolis Museum of Art, Indianapolis;
Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland; National Museum of Contemporary Art, Seoul; POSCO Center, Seoul; Daegu Museum of Art,
Daegu; Seoul Museum of Art, Seoul and many others. His works
have been widely reviewed including in the New York Times by
Vivian Raynor, William Zimmer, Phyllis Braff and in the Washington
Post by Mark Jenkins and Michael O’Sullivan among others.

BIO

Artist:		

Goro Nakamura
GORO NAKAMURA is a photojournalist in Japan. He has covered the Vietnam War and its tragedy of Agent Orange. He was born in 1940, and he has been a
Professor of the faculty of Regional Study of the Gifu University where he taught media theory and photojournalism for several years until his retirement in 2004.
Since 1974 Nakamura has written five books on the topic that have each sold anywhere from 7,000 to 270,000 copies. He was nominated for the last ten finalists
of Eugene Smith Award in 1983, and received the 8th Ina Nobuo Prize in 1983 from Nikon for the best photographer of the year, as well as a special prize from
the Japan Congress of Journalists in 1995. Nikon hosted his exhibition “30 Years Tracing of Agent Orange’’ held at their gallery in Ginza, Tokyo and Osaka Nikon
in 2005. He was awarded the 1st Scientific Technical Journalist Prize in 2005 for his work on photo-reportage concerning Agent Orange. His photographs are
exhibited at the President’s gallery, John Jay College of Criminal Justice in New York (CUNY) in 2006 to 2007. He is now teaching photography and journalism at
the Institute of Modern Photography as a Vice Director of the Institute.

1. Explosion forced the people around the Power Plant to evacuate their living area without any cry.
Picture shows the mayor of futaba-town evacuating through the banner
“Get bright future with nuclear energy”.

DESCRIPTION
2. A young couple stood silently, looking at the devastated area.

The Fukushima explosion forced people around the power plant to evacuate their living area without any outcry. The photograph
entitled Explosion, taken at the time of the tragedy depicts the mayor of futaba-town evacuating under the banner “Attain a bright
future with nuclear energy”. In the Aftermath, 2017 shows a young couple silently standing by looking over the devastated area.

BIO

Han Ho Ho Han received his BA from National University of
Paris, 2006 and his MA from the National University Paris,
2008. His work has been shown widely both in Korea but
also globally at the Venice Biennale Special Show Palazzo,
Venice, 2015 at Trio Biennale, Brazil 2015, Unesco World Art
Center Museum 2017. Ho has exhibited his work internationally for the past twenty years. Some of his solo exhibition
venues include the Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum in

Artist:		

Han Ho

Title:		

Eternal Light -dongsang i mong 425X400X425 cnvas on oil conte

		

LED LIGHT Black Mirror, video 2015 		

Connecticut, Lehmann Maupin Gallery and Basilico Fine
Arts in New York, Mario Diacono in Boston, 101/Exhibit
in LA, Parra-Romero Gallery in Madrid, Charest-Weinberg
Gallery in Miami, and Galerie Richard in Paris. He has
participated in group exhibits at the Rose Art Museum in
Massachusetts; the Museum of Modern Art in Arnhem, The

DESCRIPTION

Netherlands; The Palm Beach Institute of Contemporary Art

In my work I examine the psychological traumas of the ego that escapes reality into dream. All humans contemplate deeply their

in Florida; the Museo Rufino Tamayo in Mexico City, Salon

own life and death. Humans agonize and play games between this reality and unreality. Light makes the value of existence both

94 Gallery in NY, ACME Gallery in LA and Whitechapel

meaningful and futile in the course of those contemplations. However, as humans, as imperfect beings, a look at infinite eternity

Gallery in London among others. His work is in numerous

shown through light can make humans become philosophical, even in front of death. In the face of nature, with its infinite orbit that

public and private collections among them The Rockefeller

is untouchable and cannot be possessed, humans cannot help but adapt themselves to nature. This space in which we are living

Foundation, Gwangju Museum of Art, Gwangju, and Le Toit

and feeling, namely, Different Dreams in the Same Place, results in the appreciation of simultaneous movement of humans via light,

de grand Areche-La Defence, Paris.

because this infinity is called the instrument of hope.

BIO

Hobong Kim received his BFA and MFA from Hong-ik
University in Seoul and has exhibited widely. Among his
shows are those at Soo Gallery, and Now Gallery in Seoul;
Washington Square East Gallery, NYC; Gallery Bennet, N.J.;
Gallery Korea, N.Y.; at Studioventicenque, Milano; at the
Monmouth Museum, N.J.; ArtMora Gallery, N.Y.; Art Gate
Gallery, N.Y.; Lindenberg Gallery, N.Y.; New York University

Artist:		

Hobong Kim

Title:		

Voiceless

DESCRIPTION

Gallery, N.Y.; Kumho Gallery, Seoul; Hyun-dae Gallery, Seoul;

“VOICELESS” a metaphor of reaction to the common notion restrained by social, cultural and political aspects surrounding ourselves, means to make a voice for whom - counseled by the most intense of emotions - wants to speak, and cannot. Due to the
unique nature of New York where I live, the crowd with various faces of different races, the world that is reflected in their eyes
based on them, and the people in my vision looking at them, where the crowd is heading and what they are waiting for and what
they are living for. We live in abundance of material civilization, but on the contrary, we are losing a lot due to lack of humanity. Our
self-portraits of this age.

He has taken part in the 1985 Bahia Papelarte, Bahia; Kim
has received numerous excellence awards and his works are
collected by prestigious venues.

Artist:		

Hoyoon Shin

Title:		

Archipelago-Silence, 2020, video

DESCRIPTION

My delicate paper cut-out sculptures are meant to show the alternating solid void complexity that is analogous to the yin and yang
of Taoist philosophy. I make my cut-outs from urethane coated strips of paper joined with paper seams that are simultaneously
strong and very fragile. The meaning also has to do with social phenomena for which I try to find essence. The closer I get to it, the
more I realize that it is within me. If taken from this viewpoint, I begin to understand why the powerful dominate all things social.

BIO

Hoyoon Shin was born in Seoul, So. Korea in 1975. He has had numerous international and national solo. Shows at prestigious museums and galleries. He showed
his works at the National Museum of Naples, Naples 2019; at the Zhejian Museum, Hangzhou 2019; Y Museum, Yangpyeong, So. Korea, 2019; Lucca Paper Biennale,
Lucca, Italy 2018; Contemporary art museum of Crete, Greece; 2018; Salon des Beaux Arts 2017, Paris, 2017; Wuhan CBD Oceanwide International Sculpture Art
Festival, Wuhan, China, 2017. Shin has attended residency programs at Shanghai Swatch Art Peace Hotel Residency Program (2018.11.~2019.02.), Beijing Residency
of Gwangju Museum of Art in China (2012.01~ 2012.12), Dae-in art market program of Art studio for creative activity (2009.03.~2009.11),Gwangju city Museum of
Art studio for creative activity (2005.01~2006.01). Shin has been awarded with the Lucca Paper Biennale ‘Lifetime Achievement Award’ (Lucca, Italy) 2018, a Silver
medal of Salon Des Beaux Arts 2017 (Paris, France). In 2016 he received the Gold prize of Shanghai International print week (Shanghai, China), in 2015 the Grand
prize of Shinsegye Art Awards (Gwangju, South Korea) and many others. His works are part of the Collections of the Doseonsa temple (South Korea), Swatch
Group (Swiss), Lester Marks collection (USA), Yung’s collection (South Korea), Crown Haitai Co. Ltd (South Korea); Jianye Housing Group Co., Ltd.; Jianye Meridien. (China); Inobiz center (South Korea); Gwangju Museum of Art (South Korea), Republic of Korea Parliament House (South Korea); and the Jongienara Paper Art
Museum (South Korea).

DESCRIPTION

Artist:		

Jaiseok Kang
With models posing in the nude, sometimes in classic poses associated with statuary, there’s a freedom for viewers to create their
own ideas about what they’re seeing, their relationship to the images and who these figures are. Yet the addition of wrapping, tape
and labels indicating the models’ origins creates a different dynamic. What happens to a viewer’s identification with a model? Is the
photographed figure still seen as beautiful or something foreign, unknown? Is the figure deadened when constricted and covered
up? The use of physical labeling/packaging that obscures a figure’s body and severely limits movement can serve as a metaphor for
how social labeling/packaging in our contemporary world can obscure who we are and dictate our possibilities. Packaging/labeling
can bind us in ways that limit a broader, more imaginative understanding of our humanity. (Text by Clarence Haynes).

Courtney, 2015 gelatin silver print
2015 image, 17 x 14 1/2 inches from an edition of 10

Andrea, Baltimore, MD
1989 gelatin silver print, 2015 image,
17 x 14 1/2 inches from an edition of 10

BIO

Biography Jaiseok Kang a.k.a Jason River was born in Seoul, South Korea. While growing up, Mr. Kang dreamt of becoming a painter and enjoyed drawing from
his own imaginations and observations. In 1995, he entered Hansung University’s Industrial Design department where he was introduced to photography for the
first time. After graduating, he pursued his career as a photographer and worked doing numerous commercial projects including fashion, movie posters, and
album covers for two years while attending a graduate program at Hongik University majoring in Fine Art Photography. After holding several group exhibitions in
Seoul, in 2005, he came to New York City and held his first solo show at Contemporary Project Space Gallery. He studied Fine Art such as Painting, Drawing, and
Printmaking at Brooklyn College until 2009, and has been shown both his photographs and printmaking extensively in galleries and a museum throughout the
United States. Now he lives and continues his work in Brooklyn, New York.

Cito, The Bronx, NY, 1974 gelatin silver print, 2015 image,
17 x 14 1/2 inches from an edition of 10

Mark, Elmira, NY, 1975 & Courtney, Rochester, NY,
1986 gelatin silver print, 2015 image,
14 1/2 x 14 1/2 inches from an edition of 10

Artist:		

Jeongsoo Shim

Title:		

Breaking Chains,1991x100x19cm,Bronze

BIO

Since the 1980s, the artist Jeongsoo Shim has been immersed in character-shaped works with the human body and nature as subjects, expressing the reality of
Korean politics and the lives of the people. Jungsoo Shim’s work from the 1970s is political challenging the prevailing power structures even when endangered
himself. He has been a vital part of the Minjung movement that is to this day invested in bringing to the attention of the public issues of injustice. As part of

DESCRIPTION

South Korea’s historical trajectory, he is an cultural asset and has shown widely in Asia as well as around the world.

“Breaking the Chain” Sculptor Shim Jeong-soo’s work is a sculpture in the form of a young man in the 1980s opening the door by
breaking down the chains and barriers of oppression of the politics and public powers of that era and coming out into the era of
freedom.

BIO

Lee Jong-gu (b.1954-, born in Seosan, Chungnam) is a
realism writer who has been exploring the lives of the
people with the theme of the rapidly changing reality of Korean farming villages since the 1980s. He has
expressed the anger, resistance, and hope inherent in
farmers by sharing the pain and pain of farmers through
actual participatory activities. Since then, we have dealt
with the reality of our homeland and the field, the Iraq

Artist:		
Title:		
		

Jong-gu Lee

war and the expansion of US military bases in Daechu-ri,

Sewol-The Children came to Gwanghwamun 1,
2017, Acrylic, Collage on Hanji Paper 210x159cm

assembly in Gwanghwamun that began, and the reality

and a series of portraits of children who have been
killed in the recent Sewol ferry disaster, the candlelight
of a nation going beyond division into an era of peace.
The subject is. Focusing on the social function of art, he
has been recording remarks about wrong powers and

DESCRIPTION

regimes and fierce realities of the times. Jong-gu Lee

The Sewol ferry disaster occurred on the morning of 16 April 2014, when the ferry was en-route from Incheon towards Jeju in South
Korea. Out of 476 passengers and crew, 304 died in the disaster, including around 250 students from Danwon High School. Park
Geun-hye, a former South Korean politician who served as President of South Korea was not coping at all in this accident. At that
moment, the government of South Korea couldn’t rescue the passengers at all. It was her incompetence.

graduated from the Department of Painting at ChungAng University and Graduate School of Education
at Inha University, and is currently a professor at the
Department of Fine Arts at Chung-Ang University. He
worked as a representative folk art artist as the pro-

Two years later, in the winter of 2016-2017, a candlelight demonstration was held at Gwanghwamun Square in Seoul, the citizens

moter of the people’s art driver, and the Incheon artist.

were demanding president Park Geun-hye to resign. It was a judgment against the politically incompetent of the government, but

Beginning with Lee Jong Study Exhibition&gt;(1976)

also failed to rescue a single passenger on the Sewol ferry. This work is based on the Gwanghwamun candlelight demonstration

held at the Incheon Public Archives, more than 20 solo

at that time. The characters at the center of the work are students of Danwon High School who were sacrificed by the Sewol ferry.
This is a group photo of male and female students. The posters which are attached above the work are those posted by citizens
throughout the Gwanghwamun candlelight demonstrations at that time. Through the posters and images of dead students, this

exhibitions, &lt;15 Years of Folk Art (National Museum
of Contemporary Art, 1994), Beating-Realism of Korean
Art 1945-2005 (Fukuoka Asia In addition to museums,
Japan, 2007) and Korean Rhapsody (Lum Art Museum,

work is a content of the unjustly victimized students appearing in Gwanghwamun and demanding the resignation of the “incompe-

2011) were invited to numerous exhibitions. He was se-

tent and corrupt” president.

lected as the Artist of the Year at the National Museum
of Modern and Contemporary Art, Korea in 2004, and
won the Woohyun Art Award from the Incheon Cultural
Foundation in 2010. His book is entitled The Spirit of the
Earth, The Face of the Land (Hangil Art, 2004).

Artist:		

Kenichi Nakajima

Title:		
		

Untitled, Performance video, (Performed by Yoko Suetsugu and Kenichi Nakajima,
Video and edited by Kenichi Nakajima), 7min 8seconds

BIO

Born and raised in Sendai city in Japan. Kenichi Nakajima moved to New York City in 2007 where he studied at The Art Students League of New York. After grad-

DESCRIPTION

There are many voices in the world. The voices are loud, strong, aggressive, forcible, And it will be some advertisements frequently.

uation, Kenichi exhibited his works at many galleries in New York. He still expands his activities.

At the same moment, there are many silent things in the world. They are in the street, subway, forest, ocean, and anywhere in this
world. They don’t have any advertisements. Of course, the more the voice is louder, it can attract people’s attention, But dandelions
in the green fields or seashells on the bottom of the sea don’t need any advertisements. There are just truths about life. There are
the most beautiful things in the silence. The silence just is there and here. Yoko Suetsugu and Kenichi Nakajima performed in the
artist’s room, the performance was documented in the ocean. Their different lives were connected by love, hope, temperature, and
smell.

BIO

Kyeong Hyo Park has worked as an Artist, Painter,
and Children’s Book Writer based in Korea since
1993. His works have been shown in many places such as Lee Han Yeol Memorial Hall, Ansan art
center, Busan demo park and many more galleries
in Korea. Children Books Publications include: 2020
The Mountain Is Alive 2009 – Korean Ratsnake(gu

Artist:		
Title:		

Kyung Hyo Park

rung dung dung) Newlywed Groom(sae sin rang)

Luncheon on the Korean peninsula

Painters Exhibition’, Busan demo park, Busan, Korea

2008 – Mouth To Chocolate Starfish(ansu). Selected
exhibitions include: 2020 – Folk Art 2020 ’Folk Art

2020 – 5.18 4040 Poster Exhibition, Gallery Thinking
Box, Korea 2019 – Folk Art 2019 ‘From Breathing

DESCRIPTION

To Shutting’, Korea 2016 - ‘The face Longing For

‘Luncheon on the Korean peninsula’

Seeing’, Lee Han Yeol Memorial Hall “, Seoul, Korea
2015 - ‘Resisting Against Forgetting’ SaeWol Ferry’

From the movie ‘Lunch on the grass(Le Dejeuner Sur L’herbe)’, I found out how sarcastic the painting “Le Déjeuner sur l’herbe” of

disastrous accident 1st anniversary remembrance

Edouard Manet was to the bourgeois society of that era. Since the late period of the Chosun dynasty, the Korean peninsula was an

Exhibition, Ansan art center, Ansan, Korea 2015 –

arena for competition between other stronger nations. Just recently both Koreas are able to dream of the ‘real’ unification between

Folk Art 2015 ‘The Rabbit In The Submarine’ Busan

the two Koreas through the subtle gap that Trump’s tactics against North Korea accidentally made. This can be interpreted as the

demo park, Busan, Korea 2014 - ‘D.M.Z. In Myself’

product of the political identity based on South Korea’s economic growth and maturity of democracy, which is more independent

by Gyeonggi do Folk Art Gross Association, An San

than ever in Korean history. The female in the painting means the political tendency of South Koreans. Still people who seek for the

art center, Ansan , Korea 2014 - ‘Moving triennial

truth of the ‘Sewol ferry’ and people who close their eyes on their own admiring the United States and Japan coexist and conflict at

Exhibition’ the port beside Busan port coastal pas-

the same time.

senger terminal, Busan, Korea 2014 - ‘From Patriotic
Martyr To Friend’ at Lee Han Yeol Memorial Hall,
Seoul, Korea 2013 - ‘Net Co’(the net for communicating) Ttottattoga Fukuoka interchange exhibition,
Japan. He is currently a member of the Folk Art
Gross Association member of Busan Children’s
Book Writers Association, Visual art committee
representative.

Maelee Lee

Title:		

A Time of Silence, 3.5x6.5m, mixed media, 2020

DESCRIPTION

From the inception of mankind to the present-day political abuse and violence has been inflicted on individuals by state power in
the name of “law” and through the “code.” In any country, both East and West, this has continued and will not disappear.

BIO

Artist:		

Maelee Lee was born in Gangjin. She earned a B.F.A. at Mokpo University, and an M.Phil. and Ph.D at Chosun University, in Gwangju. She has had 25 solo exhibitions in Gwangju (So. Korea), Seoul (Korea), New York (US), Bejing (China), Guangzhou(China), Siena(Italy). She has also enjoyed about 200 group exhibitions.

Even now, many countries and peoples around the world are oppressed, experiencing violence, death and abuse of their human

Some selected exhibitions are 2011 Mae-lee Lee: Infinite Space, Chelsea Art Museum, New York, USA / 2011 Mae-lee Lee: Dawn and Space, FEI Gallery / 2010

rights for various, irrational and political reasons. And the lives of those affected by law and political logic are abandoned damaged

Mae‐lee Lee: Melange, Elga wimmer PCC, New York, USA / 2009 Maelee Lee: Feminine Power and Mae-lee Lee, TENRI Cultural Institute, and New York, USA. She

and destroyed by this lack of human rights, leading to lifetime suffering. Some choose ‘silence’ as the strongest way to maintain

has also taken part in Biennales and Fairs around the world including the 2011 Sofia Paper Biennale held in Bulgaria. In 2012, she participated in Gwangju Bien-

dignity in these absurd and irrational situations. Silence is the most dignified sound of resistance. And, their ‘time of silence’ will be

nale ‘Round Table’ exhibition and, in February 2014, she participated in the ‘Visiting Artist Program’ at the Siena Art Institute in Italy. She was chosen for the 2017

remembered forever, and strongly.

Venice Biennale by Okui Enzwar.

Artist:		

Mary Ting

Title:		

The Monkeys See, Hear and Speak of Evil

DESCRIPTION

The three “See no Evil, Hear no Evil, Speak no Evil” monkeys lined in a row, covering their ears, eyes and mouth are found all over
the world. To many this familiar and charming iconic image does not garner a second thought. As a child I thought of the monkey’s gestures as a kind of whimsical game. This phrase is considered to originate from Confucian times, evoking the listener to
behave in an honorable way, to not speak, seek or dwell upon evil thoughts. But in our contemporary Western society, the sinister
element of being told to look away, pretend not to hear and not to speak of evil is undeniable. The silent code of conduct that
asks us to go with the group, to not cause problems or make the group look bad is part of our community fabric. The conditions
where one is expected to turn a blind eye, to remain loyal to the group and not divulge unsightly behavior is pervasive. From criminal gangs to the church, the military, the workplace, home, school and so forth, the paradox of the lone person who dares to blow
the whistle is great. It was in the backdrop of the ag gag laws that my three monkeys were initially created. These three monkeys
definitely see, hear and speak of the evil in the laboratory that uses them for experiments. They also mourn for the burning rain
forests and all its inhabitants. In the post Snowden climate, the monkeys come out again to speak if you care to listen. An optional
participatory component of The Monkeys See, Hear and Speak of Evil. Is for the audience to contemplate and post anonymously
about the times they looked away and did not see evil. And to also post comments about a time they did see and report evil.

BIO

Mary Ting is a visual artist working in installation, drawing, sculpture, and community projects that examine cultural history, grief and nature. Her varied work
reflects on our stories - our devotions and desperations. Recent solo exhibitions in the NYC area include Lambent Foundation, Dean Project, metaphor contemporary art, and Kentler International Drawing Space and at the Wake Forest University, North Carolina. International group shows include: Social Justice and
the Right to be Human at the Athens School of Fine Art, Greece; 2011 Art Stays 9 ,Slovenia; 2009 International Women’s Biennale, Incheon, Korea; and the Sofia
Paper Biennial, Bulgaria. A two-time recipient of the New York Foundation for the Arts fellowship, 2016 Joan Mitchell Center New Orleans Residency, 2016 Lower
Manhattan Cultural Council In Process Residency, 2010 Gottlieb Foundation individual grant, Lambent Fellowship, Pollock Krasner Foundation among others.
Residencies include MacDowell Colony, Lower Eastside Printshop Special Editions, Dieu Donne Papermill Workspace, and others. Mary Ting currently teaches at
CUNY John Jay College in the studio art department and the Sustainability and the Environmental Justice Program. She is also faculty at Transart Institute MFA
Program, New York/Berlin. Mary is an avid gardener certified master composter and citizen She is also a frequent lecturer, independent curator and writer. The
crazed ravaging of the earth, the displacement of vulnerable communities and pending extinctions is what keeps her up at night and also awakens her in the
morning. She is currently researching and writing about Chinese Modern History, Trauma, and the Lust for Endangered Species Parts. She has presented at the
Asia for Animals Kathmandu 2017, On Changing Human Behavior at the Jane Goodall Institute, Nepal; UC Davis, Donkey Welfare Symposium 2018; Thinking Animals 2018, St. Catherines, Ontario and at the Explorer’s Club, NYC 2019. Mary holds a bachelor degree from Parsons School of Design, NYC, a diploma from the
Central Academy of Fine Arts, Beijing in Chinese folk art studies, and a masters degree from the Vermont School of Fine Art.
http://earthjustice.org/blog/2016-august/because-the-earth-needs-a-good-artist

Mina Cheon
		 aka Kim Il Soon
Artist:		

Title:		
		
		
		

Missiles Good Bye
New IKB Blue Dip painting, on archival digital print on canvas,
a part of Kim Il. Soon’s dream painting series,
30 x 40 x 1 inches, 2017.

DESCRIPTION

“Beautiful piece. It signifies hope, trepidation, fear, care, anxie“My dedication to sharing art with North Koreans equals my dedication for humanizing North Koreans in the eyes of the world. For

ty, and struggle in an international discourse around the Kore-

most Koreans, whether in the North or the South, we are one: we dream of unification.” (Mina Cheon, 2017). Recently in her dream

an and North Korean experiences. It’s the duality of what was

world, artist Mina Cheon’s North Korean art persona “Kim Il Soon” paints the Korean national third flag, the Unification Flag, in a

once one nation overseen by the symbol of what was Choseon

new body of work known as the Dreaming Unification painting series. For the past decade, Kim Il Soon has been painting in the

identity and the struggle to matter. The fight to be seen. Mina

socialist realism propaganda style, hot pink drip abstract expressionism, and in Yves Klein’s IKB dip conceptual paintings. As she

Cheon and Polipop Art take a humorous and satirical look at

masters Western art styles and dreams for liberation within the canvas as well as from the North Korean regime, the new series as a

what is seen as one of the greatest intractable problems in ge-

“protest for peace” is done with stencils and spray paint and sumi ink. The select works for The Right to Silence? are those from the

opolitics from a Korean/American/Korean point of view (inten-

series of her deep dreaming in Yves Klein’s IKB dip conceptual paintings.

tional repeat). I am both proud and humbled by the piece.” (Ron
Song, Collector)

Happy North Korean Children (Umma and Children)
New IKB Blue Dip painting, on archival digital
print on canvas, a part of Kim Il Soon’s dream
painting series, 30 x 40 x 1 inches, 2017.

BIO

Title:		
		
		
		

Mina Cheon (b. 1973, Seoul, South Korea) is a Korean new media artist, scholar, and educator who lives and works between the United States and Korea, and
exhibits her political pop art known as “Polipop” internationally. Being a part of the Korean diaspora, Cheon’s art results from a life-time of working with a postcolonial and comparative cultural lens and making contemporary art that is in historic alignment to appropriation art and global activism art, while focusing on
North Korean awareness, Korean unification, and global peace projects. Cheon had solo exhibitions at the Ethan Cohen Gallery and Lance Fung Gallery in New
York; Trunk Gallery, Sungkok Art Museum, and Insa Art Space in Seoul; Maryland Art Place and C.Grimaldis Gallery in Baltimore. She has also exhibited her work

“[Mina Cheon] has approached the complicated

and/or is in the collection at the Noyes Museum of Art, American University Museum, Smith College Museum of Art, Baltimore Museum of Art, Seoul Museum of

North Korea-South Korea-U.S. relationship through

Art, Seoul Olympic Museum. She participated in the Busan Biennale 2018 and currently in the Asia Society Triennial 2020-2021 in New York. Cheon is a Full-time

a delicate and intriguing balance of seriousness

Professor at the Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA). Her solo show “Dreaming Unification : Protest Peace” at Ethan Cohen Gallery in New York is on view till

and humor, an approach for which she has coined
the term “Polipop,” short for Political Pop. This
approach allows her to engage viewers in a simultaneous query of their mediated views of North
Korea, which tend to obscure or even nullify the
lives of actual North Korean citizens, and a confrontation with the everyday realities within which those
citizens live.” (Kathy O’Dell, Art Historian and Associate Professor of Art History and Museum Studies,
UMBC)

January 30, 2021.

Ok-Sang Lim

Title:		
		

Tide of Candles at the public square, 2017
Mixed media on canvas, 141.7 x 637.8 inch

DESCRIPTION

The artist was at the Gwanghwamun candlelight rally from October 2016 until the impeachment of the Park Geun-hye administration in March 2017. In the square, the stand was built on this basis. The Gwanghwamun candlelight

BIO

Artist:		

Ok-sang Lim, February 3, 1950) is a Korean folk painter born on February 3, 1950 in Buyeo-gun, Chungcheongnam-do. He is known as one of the leading artists
who led the popular movement in Korea in the 70s and 80s, who were critical of political repression. He was one of the founders of the critical magazine; Re-

assembly was like a sea of intense light. The light shines more in the dark. The truth that had been shrouded in the

ality and Utterance; that started the popular movement by the same name. The painter Ok-sang Lim’s works, which have been handed down for over 40 years,

dark was revealed with a candle of justice. A small candle, containing the voices of the people, rides on the waves

need to be examined in view of the fierce context of modern Korean history. From the late 1980s, he took on the roles of social witness, analyst, proclaimer, and

and crossed the waves into a tsunami, achieving democracy. The moment in the square becomes a symbol of de-

participant. It means that he was a social curator who studied society and performed social diagnoses through art, typing to bring about innovation. Ok-Sang

mocracy and shines in our hearts forever. If there is an unforgettable moment, would it be that day? The light of the

Lim’s is not a sophisticated and attractive form of beauty, but his works have an artistic language that expresses it as it is, rather rough and lively. For the past 20

people shimmers before my eyes.

years, he has been engaged in public art, embodying an artistic context, allowing him to breathe between the city and its citizens. Most of his public art is closely
related to the place, so he mainly uses materials found near the geographical location of the facility. In particular, he used the artillery shells and blunts left over
from military exercises in the United States in his work, revealing his unique sense of use of materials and message.

Pan Xing-lei
Pan xing-lei Graduated from Beijing Central Academy of Fine Arts Sculpture Department in 1992, Chinese character artist,
performance artist, independent curator. He lived in N. Y.C. for eight years. Now working and living in Hong Kong, Beijing
and Guangzhou.

DESCRIPTION

BIO

Artist:		

3064 performance.
Lijiang, Yunnan, China, 2019. Photo by He li-ping.
In Yunnan Province elevation 3064 meters Plateau Lake Group, the mouth title White “Tibet” world ride, let the gale blow into the
mouth.

Carrying the word “Yun” in a pavilion next to a Lama Temple in Lijiang, the Chinese character “Qi” is stacked in the center of the
Earth with nearby waste bricks and stones.

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

“Qi” performance., Lijiang, Yunnan, China, 2019. Photo by A jun.

“Shang” performance.
Nanchang, Jiangxi, China,2019. Photo by Wang xu.
Grabbed a few indoor fire hydrants pulled them out, and then used the pallet ready-made products, his mouth and body wrapped
up into a Chinese “on” word.

DESCRIPTION

“Flag” performance.,Hong Kong,China,2017. Photo by Huang liang-yi . Standing on the th floor of the building near Nathan Road,
Kowloon, Hong Kong, the banner of the newly established “character gang” is displayed against the wind, overlooking the city under the blue sky and white clouds.

BIO

Artist:		

Seung Wook Sim
Seungwook Shim majored in sculpture at the Chicago University of the Arts (SAIC). Through installations, sculptures, and photographs, human desires, construction and deconstruction, excesses and deficiencies have been expressed as themes. Gallery Art Side Between Absence and Presence (2015), Culture Station
Seoul 284 《Reflection》(2015), Soma He has participated in a number of domestic and international group exhibitions, including the Museum of Art (2015) and the
Seoul Museum of Art (2015). He was awarded the 2014 Prudential Eye Awards in the Asian Contemporary Art category for the sculpture category, and in 2009,
he worked as a resident artist at the US ISCP residency. Currently, he stays in Korea and moves into the National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art in
Goyang.

Title:		
Between Absence and Presence_Polyvinyl acetate resin, wood,
		
Acrylic paint, Cardboard, Sound,
		Loudspeaker_600X600X420cm_2015

DESCRIPTION
Title:		
		

Stabilized Anxiety - The stage of Eight Stories_Galvanized steel,
Steel Polyvinyl acetate resin, Aluminum, Sound_400X400X440cm_2018

I pay attention to things like anxiety, fear, and unfulfilled desire at the base of the social structure that seems visibly stable. I think
that instability is not overcome but accustomed. Familiarity is accompanied by silence. Resistance will be uncomfortable .If that
familiarity persists, we forget that we must recognize it as a problem. When you wake up from the comfort of forgetfulness, what is
experienced in the process is construction or deconstruction, and the boundary between these two phenomena is in fact unclear.
Pursuing the beauty of that ambiguity is attractive. I express it in sculpture, installation and photography.

BIO

Born in Hiroshima in 1972, Sunairi lives in NYC. In the last decade, Sunairi has been making film works, expanding and experimenting with contents and forms of
documentary films. From personal issues to collective memory and the public sphere, Sunairi creates each film’s distinct approach and style; Making Mistakes, a
soul-searching journey in Tibet, COSMIC MOVEMENTS, a traditional ethnography on a group of Mexican Americans and Chicanos – indigenous people with roots
in Mexico practicing the tradition of Anahuac (Aztec), Where it flows out into the plains, a meditative and spiritual travelogue in India, air, about the nuclear disaster in Fukushima, 48 years – Silent Dictator / 48 years –, an interview documentary with Iwao Hakamada, known as the world’s longest-held death row inmate.
Currently, Sunairi is in post-production with / Mao Ishikawa – From Okinawa with Love, about a Okinawan photographer Mao Ishikawa’s photobook of Okinawan/
Japanese women with American GI as well as / OKINAWA, OKINAWA, the history of sexual crimes by the US military in Okinawa, and Qué Tan Lejos / How Far

Artist:		

Sunairi

Title:		

LA HISTORIA DE TU VIDA (THE STORY OF YOUR LIFE)

Am I, a meditation on the relationship between reality and creation/poetry, personal and universal values in the changing context of a city, Juarez that rose out
of the drug war in Mexico. The script was co-written with the protagonist, José Luis Rico. Sunairi is researching to shoot in 2020, DAS, a hybrid biography/fiction
film of Jibanananda Das, a Bengali poet, writer, novelist and essayist, known as the “most alone of poets.” A series of shorts will be released from a feature experimental documentary film, Making of DAS, based on filmic research trip to Jibanananda’s environments, capturing testimonies and Das poetry recitations. Sunairi
has presented a series of sculptural works about public memory, including A Night of Elephants, a sculpture using A-bombed trees at Hiroshima City Museum of

DESCRIPTION

Contemporary Art; White Elephant, a life-sized ceramic at Japan Society; and Elephant, a sculpture using local trees at the Queens Museum. Since 2006, Sunairi

“A LETTER,” WRITTEN AND RECITED BY Genoel, CINEMATOGRAPHY BY Motomu Ishigaki, Early elephant film © 2017,

has been distributing seeds of the Hibaku Jumoku– trees that survived the atomic bombing of Hiroshima around the world in Tree Project with Majulah Singapu-

Duration 11:42, HD VIDEO

ra, a film about the launching of the Tree Project premiered in Singapore.

A letter, written and recited by Genoel, an Mexican migrant worker living in NY. The letter reveals his tumultuous journey to cross
the Mexico/US border, remembering a person who got hurt on the way and the group of Mexicans crossing the border had to leave
this man stranded, hurt in the desert by himself. LA HISTORIA DE TU VIDA (THE STORY OF YOUR LIFE) is a powerful testimony
from a person who is often overlooked and silenced by the current US affair.

BIO

Vasan Sitthiket who was born in 1957, is among Thailand’s most visible and established socially-engaged
artists. He graduated from the College of Fine Arts
in Bangkok. A graduate of the College of Fine Art in
Bangkok he works in many media, including painting
and poetry. He has staged three plays, written more
than 10 books of poetry, children’s books and politi-

Artist:		

Vasan Sitthiket

Title:		
		

Why Thai People Silencet, 1997,
mixed media, 63 x 88 cm

cal writings. Currently he lives and works in Bangkok
and Nakhon-Sawan. Working in multi-media including poetry and music, he is interested in the community and citizens’ responsibility as members of
Thai society in the 21st century. His concerns include
rural/urban tensions, the subversion of Buddhism for
political gain, abuses of power, corruption, erased

DESCRIPTION

history, ecology, and Thai nationalism. Vasan’s visual-

Why we are being silent? We have only the right to be witnesses who live in an unequal and unjust society, in the midst of the ruins
of our country, and cannot speak out about our life’s suffering. The evils of power spreading terror and fear into the air we breathe
become the dick that fucks our mouths. This is the reason why we do not say a word! Our eyes see the advertisements on news and
TV, our ears hear only lies and propaganda, that is all!

ly seductive works tackle the many ills plaguing contemporary Thai society through expressions ranging
from irony and caricature to the subtlest metaphor.
His work has been shown at the 1st Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art, Brisbane (1993); Japan
Foundation’s touring exhibition Asian Modernism:

Active since the 1970s, Vasan’s works are often provocative and political in nature. One of his works was a performance piece,

Diverse Developments in Indonesia, the Philippines,

involving fake rubber breasts and buttocks and a simulated rape of the entire nation of Thailand. In 2000, an exhibition of a new

and Thailand (1995-1996); Venice Biennale (2003); the

collection that included 50 paintings featuring Thai politicians and military officers in sexually compromising poses was cancelled by

6th Gwangju Biennale (2006); Making History: How

Chulangkorn University five days before it was to open. At the 50th Venice Biennale in 2003, he displayed some large-scale portraits of George W. Bush and other world leaders, created on canvas by using custom-made rubber stamps. Vasan’s media has also
included drawings, woodcut prints, ceramic sculpture, installations and performances.

Southeast Asian art reconquers the past to conjure
the future (Esplanade, Singapore, 2010); Negotiating
Home, History and Nation: Two decades of contemporary art in Southeast Asia (Singapore Art Museum, 2011); and The Roving Eye: contemporary art in
Southeast Asia (ARTER/Koc Foundation, Istanbul,
2014), among many others. His works are in numerous institutional collections including Singapore Art
Museum, Queensland Art Gallery, Australia, Fukuoka
Asian Art Museum.

Artist:		

Wonhee Noh

Title:		

The Nation’s Armed Forces

BIO

Wonhee Noh was born in Daegu, So. Korea in 1948. He earned both his BFA and MFA from Seoul National University. Noh Has enjoyed 17 solo exhibitions, and
has taken part in several Biennales such as the Busan Biennale in 2020. His work has been featured in many museums including the Busan Museum of Art, the

DESCRIPTION

National Museum of Contemporary Art, the Gueonggi Museum of Modern Art, and the Ansan Art Center.

In his works he tries to express the effects and anxiety of crises where human life and social structure meet.
It is time for artists to object when governmental power tries to stifle their dissenting voices. I consider that the contradictory
patterns of existence in the populace, armed forces, and police, are trapped in the system of public power. They are all members’
society but also individuals who make ordinary gestures that can be violent or sometimes kind, but often clashing.
It is time for governmental power is displayed or highlighted when state power feels a great need to control or deny dissenting
opinion. I considered the contradictory pattern of existence of the police, trapped in the system of public power, they are members
of the people and individuals who make ordinary gestures like this or that, but they often are blamed and hated by lots of citizens.

Artist:		

Xu Jin

DESCRIPTION

Title:		
Recovery,
		Series18”X24’’
		
Pastel charcoal pencil graphite on paper 2020

No matter what kind of expression is used, reality always exists more cruelly, and it is calm!

BIO

Xu Jin was born in 1958 in Huangyan city of Zhejiang province. In 1977, when China resumed the College Entrance Exams, he was admitted into the ChinaAcademy
of Fine Arts (formerly the Zhejiang Academy of Fine Arts), majoring in oil painting. After his graduation, he worked briefly at the Hangzhou Institute of Industrial
Arts, the School of Industrial Arts, and the Zhejiang Fine Arts Press. In 1985, he transferred to his Alma Mater and became a teacher in the Oil Painting Department.
He worked first as an assistant professor, then as the assistant of the artist Maryn Varbanov at the Varbanov Tapestry Studio. During that time, Xu co-founded the “
‘85 New Space” group that became an important part of the “ ‘85 New Wave” movement. In 1987, he won the “Artistic Dialogues Award” given by the Association of
Artistic Dialogues in France, as well as many national awards. He held an exhibition in the United States in 1989, and later settled down in New York City. In 2012, he
was hired as a professor by the College of Arts and Design at Nanchang University. Recent solo exhibition include “Stars setting for daybreak” Beijing C5Art 2016,
“Dialogue” Ningbo Art Museum 2018,: Dream is thin“ YiDe art museum HangZhou 2018, Everything has a soul” Don gallery ShangHai 2019.He now has studios in
both New York and Hangzhou, where he works and holds exhibitions.

